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Directors Say 6N0
6 

To Student Proposal 
For Planning Group 

i by Andy Lang 
~ 
'j The Executive Committee of the Board of Directors 
,; yesterday rejected a student-faculty proposal to set up a 
~ "Commission on Planning Organization" with representatives 
\; from all segments of the University. 
i Instead, the committee directed Executive Educational 
: Vice President the Rev. Edmund G. Ryan, S.J., to prepare his 
-:~ own master plan for the Main Campus and Law Center. 
:J The decision was a major set-
-~ back for Student Government Presi- and students is an essential part of 
:i dent John B. Kennedy and Faculty the planning process." The Com
i Senate President Dr. Richard A. mittee's final decision directed Fr. 
, Gordon. Ryan to use "the existing structure 
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Burglars Steal 
Coffee House 
Sound System 

by Barry Wiegand 
An estimated $910 worth of 

electronic equipment was stolen 
from the Georgetown coffee house 
by unidentified burglars last week. 

The thieves escaped with two 
K.L.H. speakers valued at $130 
each, a tuner and amplifier for the 
speakers, four microphone stands 
and three microphones. 

The burglars entered the store
room where the equipment was 
kept by tearing out a steel grating 
on a window facing the Quadrangle. 
The grating was nailed to the 
wooden frame of the window and 
probably was pried off with a crow 
bar, coffee house officials specu
lated. 

The two leaders petitioned the of the Executive Councils of the 
! Board of Directors before the several Schools" and other repre

_; group's meeting Oct. 20 to set up a sentative groups in drawing up the Fr. Jonsen, the Chainnan of the Board of Directors, said that the 
'~ tripartite student, faculty and ad- master plan. Executive Committee rejected the tripartite planning commission idea 

.: ministration group that would re- "Select committees may be because "the people doing the day-to-day planning should do the 
:, commend "the structure, standards ____ <_C_o_n_t_in_u_e_d_o_n_P_a_g_e_l_5_> ___ 1_0_n_g_-t_e_Ym_p_I_an_n_in_g:..._"_<_P_h_o_t_o_b..::y_M_o_se_s_A_I_b_e_rt..:.> __________ _ 

Coffee house manager John 
Shaheen (Coll.'75) first discovered 
that the equipment was missing at 
4:30 Friday afternoon. 

: and procedures for a planning 
_. mechanism for Georgetown Univer-
.> sity." , 

The Board referred the student
. ,: faculty recommendation to its 
- Committee on Long-Range Plan

ning. The committee reported to 
the seven-member executive group 

Ex-G. U. Prof Receives Award 
For Work in Cell Transplants 

"I assumed at first that the 
equipment had been loaned out by 
the person in charge of the Healy 
basement area," Sheheen said_ "I 
checked on this but nobody had 
borrowed anything. When I saw the 
grating at about 7:30, it was obvi
ous what happened." 

D.C. police investigated the theft 
but cQuld find no fingerprints. 
They also said that the equipment 
probably would not be recovered, 
Shaheen said. 

Wednesday night. 
- The decision to reject the pre
.' liminary tripartite group also re
: jected the idea of a separate plan-
ning mechanism for the University. 
In its place the Executive Com

--mittee directed the administration 
,to use already-existing University 
institutions to formulate a master 

-,'plan. -
The establishment of a planning 

, mechanism was a major goal of the 
'student body president. Kennedy 
said he was "disturbed and disap
pointed" by the decision, but said 
he could not comment on any 
action he would take until he spoke 
to Dr. Gordon, members of the 
faculty senate and other student 
leaders. 

Although the Executive Com
I mittee rejected the idea of a formal 
,I planning group, it emphasized that 

"effective participation by faculty 

Former Georgetown Professor 
Dr. Thomas J.-King has been award
ed a prize by the French Academy 
of Sciences for his work on cell 
transplants. 

Dr. King will share the $24,000 
prize with Dr. Robert W. Briggs, the 
A cademy announced yesterday. 
Both men will receive a medal in 
Paris on Dec. 11, Dr. King said in 
an interview this week. 

The experiments with cells was 
conducted between 1952 and 1967 
while the two scientists were at the 
Institute of Cancer Research in 
Philadelphia. 

The experiments "involved the 
nucleus of one cell which contains 
the chromosomes and the genes, 
and transplanting it into the cyto
plasmic area of a simple egg cell 
from which the nucleus had already 
been removed," Dr. King said. 

Executive Committee decision also requests that Fr. Henle, 
,':UJliv,elSitv President, direct Medical Center Vice President Matthew 

to llpdate the master plan for the medical, dental and nursing 
~IOOJlS. (Photo by Keith King) 

"This shows that it is possible to 
dissociate the two essential 
elements of a cell and recombine 
them and still get a viable cell," he 
said. "We worked with the Leopard 
Frog - Ranapiscus, - and with 
several other types of amphibia. 

could be done in higher forms, but 
it is technically not yet feasible 
with mammals." 

"The new egg cell with the 
transplanted nucleus is capable of 
developing an entire embryo with 
many different types of cells," the 
Doctor added. "This type of work 

The work might be extended to 
make possible the selective breeding 
and asexual reproduction portrayed 
in Aldous Huxley's novel Brave 
New World, Dr. King admitted. 

Frank Moss (CoIL'74), another 
coffee house official, said "If who
ever has the stuff will return it, we 
won't press charges. We're thinking 
about offering a reward for the 
return of the equipment. 

"This could be used under a 
controlled, rigidly regulated situa
tion to purposefully correct genetic 

<Continued on Page 14) 
"Sue Palmer Johnson is investi-

(Continued on Page 13) 

The Chapel Controversy 

Now a Question of Philosophy 
by Jerry Mercuri 

The Dahlgren Chapel controversy has become a 
question of differing liturgical philosophy rather 
than one of aesthetics or economics. Jesuits are 
divided on whether liturgy should take on 
community perspective or a perspective based on 
private meditation and prayer. The final renova
tion plans will try to satisfy both factions. 

The Rev. Lawrence J. Madden, S.J., Director of 
Campus Ministries, claims that the renovation is 
necessary "to make Dahlgren .receptive to a 

See Editorial Page 4 

broader worship area." The Rev. Thomas King, 
S.J., principle opponent of the renovation, says 
that the changes might "interfere with the way I 
best understand the religious needs of the students 
of Georgetown." Jerome Hall, S.J., another 
supporter of the renovation, says that Dahlgren as 
it stands expresses an outmoded form of worship 
and relagates the congregation to the status of 
"passive observers" of the Mass. 

Fr. Madden, whose office was responsible for 
preparing the renovation plans, justifies the 
changes by what he considers the real tradition of 
the Church. "Church has always been defined as a 
group of people who worship together. Return to 
the Bible and other early documents. The opinions 
of these sources is summarized in the Constitution 
on Liturgy of the Second Vatican CounciL 

"Other areas are moving in the same direction," 

he said. Quoting from a report released by the 
D~ocese of Albany (New York), he said, "The 
DlOcese of Albany d~fines church as 'a gathering 
place and meeting house for God's people, which 
differentiates it from other places of worship in 
that they are merely dwelling places for the diety.' 
St. Paul says, 'You are the temple of the living 
God.' " 

Fr. Madden added that the present Chapel set 
up was not flexible enough to meet the needs of 
modern liturgy. "Liturgy has to correspond to the 
particular characteristics of each worshipping 
community," he said. "A place that effectively 
accomodates 200 people for one liturgy cannot 
have the same set-up to accomodate 50 people at 
another. It is an elementary principle_ The 
problem is not how to accomodate more people, 
but where to put the people that come." 

Tabernacle Covered by Curtain 
The ministries director pointed out that the 

renovations will "de-emphasize the presence of the 
Tabernacle during the liturgy." He says that the 
Tabernacle serves no real purpose during the Mass 
itself and often distracts the congregation from the 
true significance of the Consecration as the coming 
of Christ to them. The new Tabernacle will be 
recessed into the rear wall of the chapel and will be 

. covered by a curtain during the liturgy. The 
curtain will be drawn back to expose the 
Tabernacle when lituxgy is not in progress_ This 

(Continued on Page 12) 
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Bo.zo's Bus 
!Stoned soul I H. J. Nora' 

Last day of the campaign. A madman rushes about 
Healy Circle shouting "We can win, We can win!" He is 
shouting to a bus filled (almost) with canvassers for' 
McGovern. They are leaving for Baltimore and will try to 
get out the Democratic vote during the last four hours of 
polling. 

The people in the bus are silent. Instructions are passed 
around on what one does when canvassing. In Baltimore 
you will receive a map of your precinct plus a list of 
registered voters. If the voter has voted, mark a "V" by his 
or her name; if no one is home mark "nah"; if the voters 
do not wish or refuse to vote merely indicate. 

The bus runs late. At John Hopkins University its 
occupants are casually herded up to the McGovern 
headquarters. There is not the frenetic activity one 
expects; everyone is tired. A man on a loudspeaker begs 
those who have just arrived to come up closer and receive 
their instructions. He is tired, but surprisingly, very happy 
too. 

"You all from Washington? Fantastic! Fantastic! We've 
got over two thousand canvassers and over one-half are 
from Washington. Now if you can only get forty voters 
each the city'll carry the state for McGovern ... This is 
Baltimore and many people will be voting against Agnew 
and we're concentrating on the Democratic pre
cincts ... Now find your drivers and get out there. These 
people have been canvassing since 8 o'clock and they're 
bushed. You're our last troops ... our reinforcements ... " 

When you find your driver a faint, familiar optimism 
reasserts itself. There are no canvassing kits left. You have 
trouble making out the map of your precinct and you 
trust to luck that you have the right polling place. 

The Democratic precincts in Baltimore are the ones 
which were burnt out when Martin Luther King was shot. 
That was when the Governor, a liberal integrationist, 
scolded black leaders for letting their people run amuck 
and lost their tempers. The Governor skipped the state 
several months later and the precincts are still burnt out. 
One walks five blocks to find the first inhabited buildings. 

These are on a block of rowhouses; every other house is 
boarded up. Most of the people are old and most have 
already voted. One woman takes several minutes to 
unlatch the door. "I'm sorry, I can't vote. Yes, McGovern's 
my man, but I'm crippled. My husband needs me." Even 
though she can hardly move on her cane, and her husband 
it turns out, has lo'st a leg, they invite you in for a cup of 
coffee. And they thank you for asking them to vote for 
your man. 

This is what it means to be a carpetbagger. 
There are younger people later on in a public housing 

area. This is where people are lazy and live on welfare. The 
Democrats sure are smart for sending canvassers out this 
late; most everyone is coming home from work. 

A post man returning from work calls up to his wife to 
see if she's voted. You thank him-he's saving you a flight 
of stairs. His wife moans that it's no sense, "Nixon's going 
to keep on doing the stuff he's doing." The post man 
answers, "But that isn't what it's all about." 

McGovern wouldn't have cleaned up Baltimore. He was 
just one of those "bleeding hearts" Agnew derides. But 
then it's hard to leave Baltimore without a bleeding heart. 
Decency and compassion demand sympathy at the very 
least. 

Bleeding hearts don't win elections; Mr. Smith would 
never get to Washington. All of us college liberals will 
return to old ivy, feeling bitter and disenfranchised at 
McGovern's loss. But those burnt out buildings have been 
there for four years. There's only that selfish bitterness to 
keep us from carpetbagging again in '76. What's four 
years? The truly disenfranchised will still be voting and 
offering one coffee. 

That's stoned soul. That's Where it's at. And while we're 
on cliches, fellow Americans, I didn't get mugged even 
once. . 

Toquen filler: The best current writer on American 
elections is Norman Mailer. This is because elections are 
now closer to a boxing match than anything else. Ed 
Muskie lost when he cried, Hubert Humphrey because he 
was thought "too old and battle scarred to win." It was a 
fix before McGovern reached the championship bout. 
Nixon intelligently let his friends fight for him. His place 
in sports history secure ("the important thing is that you 
play the gam~") he can now put the country first--if a new 
office like Emperor doesn't open up for '76. 

Georgetown students were active in this week's American Indian sit-in at the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The 
Indians agreed to leave the offices Wednesday. (Photo by Fred Kohun) 

Sought University Housing 

Indians Occupy Bureau Offices 
by Barry Wiegand D.C. at various churches and at a the Bureau offices, however. 

Almost 5,000 American Indians Y.M.C.A. Many Indians also hoped to 
from as far away as California Red Elk and two other George- attend the memorial ceremonies at 
traveled to Washington, D.C. last town students, Jack Patersen and Arlington Cemetery. The Anny 
week to protest broken treaties and Dan Linden, worked to organize first refused to allow the services 
alleged mistreatment by the U.S. the Georgetown campus to house because they were "political in 
government. some of the Indians. nature." The Indians took the case 

The Indians, working under an "We got a great response from to court Friday, but did not receive 
umbrella organization called the the freshman class," Paterson said. a decision until late Sunday after
"Trail of Broken Treaties," had "The Quad students found places noon. Monday the services 'Yere 
planned numerous activities includ- for 80 Indians and we had spaces held at Arlington, commemorating· 
fig memorial services for Indian for 21 in Darnall-St. Marys. Indians who died fighting for tlie 
war dead at Arlington Cemetery "We had hoped to use some of United States. 
and fonning a human ring around the lounges to house families, too." Dan Linden, who is part Mo
the White House. he added. "But the administration hawk Iroquois, said, "The cere-

Last Thursday, approximately gave us raw deal. At 'first they monies and in fact the entire 
1,500 Indians occupied the Bureau promised us we could use the Broken Treaties Caravan was a 
of Indian Affairs (B.I.A.) at 19th lounges if they were voted open by spiritual event. Honoring war dead 
St. and Constitution Avenue, N.W. the House Councils in the various is hardly a political activity. 
after they allegedly had been donns. "Several people suggested. that 
refused food and shelter. "Right after the Copley Council we hold the services in a church and 

The demonstrators agreed to voted to open the donns, the several were offered for our use, 
leave the offices Wednesday after administration reversed its policy including the National Cathedral," 
government negotiators promised and we were not allowed to use the he said. "One church even offered 
they would set up a special task· lounges." to remove the altar. We turned this 
force to investigate Indian prob- Because of the sit-in at the down, however; after all, Arlington 
lems. However, the protestors re- B.I.A. no Indians were ever housed Cemetery frequently has memori?l 
fused to return files they removed on campus, however. During most. ceremonies. 
from the B.I.A. during the sit-in. of the weekend, the Indians ex- "As a matter of fact, one of the 

Dennis Red Elk a Georgetown pected that they would be removed men in the statue of the soldiers 
law student and a ~ember of the from the B.I.A. and wanted to be raising the flag on Iwo Jima was 
Native American Legal Aid Fund, close to the area. They never left Indian." 
said that "the Bureau of Indian r--------------------------..... 
Affairs is required to put up any 
Indian who walks in and requests 
food and housing. 

., After they were refused help 
by the B.I.A., the Indians decided 
then and there to stay at the 
B.LA." he added. 

The Indians remained at the 
Bureau office the entire weekend 
and most of this week. The number 
of Indians in the building dwindled 
to about 300 by Sunday, however, 
. after most of the women and 
children and elderly were housed ~n 

BLOOD DONORS NEEDED 

ALL BLOOD TYPES - $10 FEE PAID 

8·5 MON.-FRI. 
1712 Eye St., N.W., Suite 210 

Regular Identification Required 18-20 year olds. Notarized Letter 
of Parental Consent. 

ANTIBODIES INC. 

Staying On Campus 

for 

Thanksgiving? 

Why not have a turkey dinner 
with an alumni fami Iy in the area 

fulL 6~~helL i..n6olLma~ion c.on~ae~: BILi..a.n Mc.Gu..uc.e-

Alu.mni.. H ou.& e, 36~h & 0 s.t. air. c.a.£.£. 625 -4 0 I,~ 
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Costs; Lack-oj Interest Cited 

G.U. -Radio Forum Shuts Down 
by Patrick Early "The Forum," Ciervo continued, WEAM, Arlington, Va., which has 

Citing increased costs and a lack "was being aired early in the carried the Forum for several years, 
of listener interest, Public Relations morning, frequently early on Sun- disagrees with the planned ap-
,Director Art Ciervo has announced day morning. proach. 
the discontinuation of the George- "We f~el that we can reach ~ore "My suggestion," he said, "was 
town Radio Forum effective im- people wIth shorter programs, he to either keep the Forum at a half 
mediately. stated, "which hopefully, will b~_ hour, maybe even expanding it to 

The Forum, founded in 1946 by 'given more favorable time slots; saYan hour or to present one minute 
Fr. Daniel Powers, S.J. and Fr. between seven and eleven in the vignett~. 
Francis Heyden, S;J., provided half evening." "I can think of no rock station 
hour public service broadcasts to TWo programs, with a tentative in the country," he continued, 
over 400 stations nationwide in- mailing list of 40 stations, are "which would want to play a five 
cluding six local outlets. presently in the planning stage minute program. -

"I've always had a suspicion that Ciervo stat~d, "one is 'Law for "You go to a lot of work to set 
the Forum didn't have a large Laymen, a two minute radio_spot in up this kind of a program," he said, 
audience," Ciervo stated, "and which members of the Law School "and it counts as only five minutes 
money was certainly also a con- faculty will offer practical legal of public service time. 
sideration; the Forum was just advice." "On the other hand," he said, 
costing too much money for the Also planned is a special Series of "one minute vignettes can be used 
audience it was reaching. five minute shows on various topics during the day and are inserted into 

"After taking to various station such as medical ethics with staff the programming just like com
program directors," he continued, members from the Kennedy Center mercials." 
"I saw that no matter how good for BioethiCs. One such series of one minute 
you make a half hour program, it is "Above all," Ciervo concluded, spots currently carried by WEAM is 
still a half hour program and it "the programs will center around "He's a Black Man" which is 
won't ,be fitted into good time, practical subjects." produced by the station. 
slots. Tom Bell, Program Director of "Half hour and hour programs 

McG eorge Sweaters 
from Scotland $19. 

Rugby Shirts 
from England $16.50 

Tartan Slacks 
from Austin-Hill 
& Corbin $27.50 
to $37.50 

can be blocked together, say on a 
Sunday," he said, "and these are 
not necessarily bad times. 

"I think people like to listen to 
these programs," he concluded, 
"and I feel that there is a real desire 
for good public affairs program
ming. 

«It's a shame to see a good 
progran: like Georgetown Forum 
leave the air," he said. 

FR. POWERS 

Page Three 

./ 

Georgetown public relations director Art Ciervo has announced that the 
Radio Forum program will be replaced with a series of five-minute 
spots sponsored by the University. 

Newly-Passed Law Ups 
G.I. Education Benefits 

by Ted Sweeney 
Veterans attending Georgetown 

University will be getting a $45 
raise in payments for their educa
tion, according to newly-passed 
provisions of the G.!. Bill. 

The increase will be included in 
a single check from $440 to $485 
that will include the veteran's full 
payments for October and Novem
ber and retroactive increases for 
September. 

Veterans since the Korean War 
are not yet on an equivalent pay 
scale with World War II and Korean 
veterans. At first, the proposed 
additions to the bill included parity 
with veterans of the earlier con
flicts, but later was changed. 
"Because of enormous pressure 
from the White House, we were only 
able to agree on a 25.7 percent 
increase," said Sen. Alan Cranston 
(D.-Calif.), who authored major 

G.r. Bill is an option for G .Is 
attending school to work part-time 
for the Veterans Administration up 
to 100 hours per academic year at 
$2.50 an hour. 

Previously, a veteran was given a 
$30 check-for his first dependent, a 
$15 check for the second and $13 
after the second. Now, the scale is 
set for the first dependent at $41,· 
$37 for the second ..and $18 for 
each after the second. 

An .advance payment plan will 
go into effect next August, elimin
ating the traditional Veterans Ad
ministration delay of three to six 
months before receiving the first 
semester check. 

The bill was signed into law 
three weeks ago but the jobs at the 
Veterans Administration will not be 
available until January. 

portions of the bill. "But it still Consortl·um to 
represents a giant step toward 
giving. Vietnam-era and post-Korean ' 
yvar veterans the benefits they so Sponsor New 
Justly deserve." 

Another new addition to the 

Sweaters & Slacks 
Also for Women 
2nd Floor 

L.S.A.T. REVIEW CLASSES 
Math Program 

by Jay Hatfield 

Bass Weejuns $24 
Sperry Topsiders $24 

w. Honor American Express Credi~ Money Cards 

Open ,All Day Scdurdays Until 6 

~ ... , , . ,. 
EtTA.UINaD 1930 

Geo~getown University Shop 
36th & N Streets, N.W. 

331·8100 

Store Hours: 9:30 to 6 Daily, including Saturdays. . 
Free 'PadUa. on oW' Lot middle of our block on 36th Street. 

Be properly pf'lepared for the December, 1972 LSAT 
Ensure that you can handle changes recently made 
to the LSAT. This course can improve 'your score 
significantly. 

For descriptive brochure call collect (202) 338-4923 
or write: 

LSAT REVIEW CENTER 
2233 Wisconsin Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20007 

An experimental graduate math
ematics program sponsored by 
three Consortium universities will 
begin next fall. The program is 
sponsored by Catholic, George 
Washington and Georgetown uni
versities. 

During the first three years' of 
the program, approximately 75 new 
courses will be available under the 
program. Math courses already 
taught in the three universities still 
will be taught by the schools. 

The program's location will ro
tate during the first three years and 
will begin at the George Washington 
campus next year. 

Chairman of the executive com
mittee for the Consortium program 
is Dr. Arnold Stokes of the George-. 
town mathematics department. 
"The program will end duplication 
among the three schools," he said. 
"Having the- courses centralized on 
one school instead of all three will 
allow faculty members more chance 
to concentrate on more basic 

,courses and would make more time 
available to teachers and staff' tc 
deal with student problems." 

The program has the approval of 
the mathematics faculty and central 
administration of the three univer
sities, Stokes said. 
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Editorials 
Bickering Over Dahlgren 

At - a University that describes itself as 
"Christian," few issues have caused as much 
bickering as the proposed Dahlgren Chapel 
,renovations. 

Both sides say they are concerned with the 
proper manner in which members of that 
elusive "Georgetown community" are sup
posed - to worship. But the angry debate 
between the two parties seems to indicate 
that both supporters and opponents of the 
changes ought to re-examine the state of their 
own souls before they tell students how to 
conduct their relationship with God. 

his supporters insisted that the Blessed Sacra
ment altar should remain the focal point of 
the chapel's architecture? What could explain 
the accusation of some Campus Ministries 
officials that the opponents of the renova
tions believed in "magic" and "pagan worship 
of idols"? 

This heavy-handed attempt to unilateraly 
define the form and meaning of worship is in 
the worst authoritarian tradition of the 
Church. Although some members of the 
Campus Ministries- "team" often cite the 
reforms of Vatican II as the justification for 
the renovations, -they seem strangely unaware 
that those reforms marked a greater tolerance 
of the different styles of worship of other, 
Christian churches. Ecumenical tolerance of 
other traditions doesn't seem to apply within 

Frid3y, November 10, 1972 

When Fr. Madden was named director of 
the newly-created Office of Campus Ministries 
last year he introduced dramatic changes in 
liturgy that 'were meruit to emphasize the 
relationship between members of the congre
gation. Liturgists like Fr. Thomas King, how
ever, still found meaning in more traditional 
forms of worship that created a mystical sense 
of union with God. 

our own family, however. .==::.:::;;,;;.;.:.;;;;.;..,;...--------------------..... 
The renovations were designed to enhance -R ostru m 

community liturgy, but nothing could have 

One would expect that the Campus Minis
tries staff, reared in the spirit of aggiorn
amento, would realize individuals need dif
ferent ways to express their faith in God. The -
irony is _ that the same reformers who claim 
they are seeking greater freedom in worship 
seem i:r1tent to replace the old orthodoxy with 
an orthodoxy of their own. 

been more damaging to the spirit of com- ~---..;..---------------------_I 
munity at Georgetown than the spectacle Let me say, based on the results I have seen today, 
of priests and nuns battling over forms of we have accomplished, what was thought to be the 

impossible. We not only won a majority of ~he votes of 
worshipping God. America, but we won a majority of the votes of young 

How can we gather together in a building Americans. 
for a Christian service when outside of that All of you should know that one who stands in this 
building we have refused to respect each position with four years ahead must think of what he 
other? Both sides of the Dahlgren controversy wants for those four years. We want, of course, many 

What else could explain the rage that 
emanated from First Healy after Fr. King and 

must learn to tolerate their differences before things. We want to do the very best job we can for all 
any compromise can be reached. the country, for all people in our society. We want to 

Nixon Again 
Election Day 1972 is history. Americans 

have chosen Richard Nixon by a record 
margin to lead the United States for "four 
more years. " But the proportions of his 
victory may not be the only historic aspect of 
Nixon's victory. 

The first Nixon Administration has come 
under fire almost daily with charges of cor
ruption. The I.T.T. scandal and the infamous 
Watergate caper are major manifestations of 
the kind of unprincipled activities which have 
become commonplace in high government 
office. 

It is indeed historic that more than 60 
percent of the electorate is willing to endorse 
such an appalling performance. 

Perhaps the feeling that only other poli
ticians were being bugged, cheated, deceived 
and destroyed enabled citizens to shut their 
eyes and ears to such corruption. But a nation 
such as the United States is only as good as its 
leaders becauSe, ostensibly, the people select 
those leaders. If more than 60 percent of the 
electorate is willing to blithely ignore such 

actions in the highest offices in the land, what 
are the implications for the future of this 
nation? Four more years of what? 

It is significant that Richard Nixon refused 
to conduct a real campaign for his re-election. 
Richard Nixon holed up in the White House 
and never once directly Jaced the issues of the 
campaign. Richard Nixon refused to debate 
the issues, to air them fully, preferring to rely 
on surrogate spokesmen instead. Why? Be
cause the rampant corruption of his adminis
tration was such a large issue? I 

The American electorate has shown the 
sophistication of a herd of frightened cattle in 
this election. Americans have allowed them
selves to be driven by the top ranch-hands of 
the Nixon position into the Nixon corral. 
Americans have settled for a campaign by 
proxy, an insubstantial campaign of fear. 
And the American people have rewarded 
Nixon with another term for his refusel to be 
accountable to them. 

George McGovern may not be the biggest 
loser in this election. 
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have in mind, too, the fact that in this election it was 
very unusual in another respect. It was not region 
against region. It was not one age group against another 
age group. It was not party against party. I think we can 
be proud_ of the fact that as we look at our majority, 
which is a very large majority, it comes from all of 
America. 

Let us remember that in these next four years we_are 
not going to work for one group again~t another. We ar~ 
dedicated _ to work for all Americans to make this a 
greater country. 

***** I will simply say in that connection, it was a great 
victory but the greater the victory, the greater the 
responsibility, the greater the opportunities. We are 
going to try to meet it, dedicating ourselves to those 
great goals that I have discussed at such great length 
throughout this campaign and will in the next four 
years, building that world of peace, that real peace with 
honor throughout the world, and building at home, not 
only peace at home, but the new prosperity and the 
progress for all Americans that is so close to our hearts. 

Finally, on that personal note, about 30 days ago, 
when I was sitting in the Lincoln Sitting Room late at 
night trying to get some materials ready for a National 
Security Council meeting the next morning, Tricia 
dropped into the room around 10:30 or 11. She was 
going out to dedicate a dam or something at a 
non-political affair. She was trying to get some sugges
tions about remarks. I find that whenever I make 
suggestions of remarks to Tricia, Julie or Eddie Cox 
they always can do better without any suggestions, but I 
made a couple. Then, before she left the room, she 
turned and said, "You know, Daddy, did you ever stop 
to think that this is your last campaign?" I said, "Yes, I 
have." 

As I think of what she said that night, I simply want 
- to say' -from the :bott6m of my heart; thanks for making 
our last campaign the very best one of all. - -

Thank You: PreSident-Richard M. Nixon 
Nov. 7,1972 

.!. 
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-t.- Wheatsheaf: Sonny Jurgensen 

Achilles. Over Redskins, 1-0 
':'\~ Editor's note: Washington Red-r;h took over as head coach and after tremendous leader," Jurgensen 

Austin came the one-man pheno- said, "He may not throw the' ball as 
menon George Allen. "Allen much as I do, but he gets the same 
brought experienced personnel to results." 

skins' veteran quarterback Sonny 
Jurgensen is currently recovering 
{rom a ruptured Achilles tendon in 
Georgetown University Hospital. 

By Ivan M. Katz 
Sonny Jurgensen is a hard man 

to hate. Even a die-hard New York 
Giants fan like myself can put 
partisanship aside when seeing the 
incarnate of the Washington Red
skins with his leg in a cast. 

the Redskins and he gave Washing- Those results can be summed up 
ton a defense, something it didn't in simple figures: Redskins 35-Jets 
have for many years." Jurgensen 17. 
also credits Allen with great pre- Jurgensen thinks that he has 
paration for every game. "No one never played for a better team than 
works harder at winning than the Redskins. He points to the fact 
George Allen." that this "is the second year under 

Many fear that in a few years the the Allen system" for Washington. 
Redskins will begin to get a bit As he jokingly put it, looking down 
,arthritic, as most of their players at the cast over his ailing Achilles 
are veterans of many, many years in tendon, "This is my contribution to 
the league. (Jurgensen himself is 38, the team, getting injured every 

When asked in an interview this 
week about the late coach Vince 
Lombardi, Jurgensen said with a 
gleam in his eye, "It was an honor 
and a pleasure to play for him. His 
great ability was that he knew how 
to motivate. He had such character 
and he was a great human being." 

a 16 year veteran of NFL play). year!" Sonny Jurgensen on the late Vince Lombardi: "He had such character 
Jurgensen does not worry about (Continued on Page 14) and he was a great human being." this. He feels that Coach Allen "will ___________________ ---: ______ -=-______________ _ 

make trades and aquire men who 
are considered by many to be in the Beelzebub's Tale 

:.;r Jurgensen said that Lombardi, a 
hard task·master, would quote Latin 
to the team, saying over and over 
again Repititio est mater scientia 
("Repitition is the mother of 
learning"). 

twilight of their years in football." 
It was through the aquisition of 
such men that the Redskins are the 
Super Bowl contenders they are 
this year. 

A Jungle • 
In Second Healy? 

are the hyenas laughing at me? Why student-faculty sponsored lecture 
is the jungle so quiet? Where are all series, bi·weekly or monthly stu· 
my subjects? Is it possible that they dent·faculty coffee hours, increased 
know something that I don't? communication about events and, 

After Lombardi died, Bill Austin 
Sports Illustrated this week by Bruce Magid and Dave Hoyle 

states that the Redskins seem to 
play better for Billy Kilmer. ''] am the king of ihe jungle, " 
Jurgensen's remark on that com- bellowed the lion. 

Impossiblej" opportunities, the development of ment: "They do!" He points to last "I need no one s advice. I know 
Sunday's game with the New York what is best for the subjects of my 
Jets (that other ball club in New jungle. I do what I want and it is 
York) as evidence. always right, for I and I alone know 

However, the hyenas had been internship possibilities and many 
laughing because they knew the other areas as well." 
owl's words were true. There was The history, government and 
one creature that did not fear the biology departmets have laid the 
lion. It took only one shot from the groundwork for their respective 
hunters rifle to muffle the roar of associations. History students met 

"The defense got two touch- the truth. 
downs in that game. They didn't do Approaching the border of his 
that in the Dallas game!" Jurgensen domain the lion became confused. 
feels that with Kilmer, the' ball club He growled, "Why have the gazelles 
is in good hands. "Billy's a fled their watering spot and why 

the once mighty lion. Nov. 1 for an organizational 
* * * ,meeting. About 100 government 

The moral of the story is that majors attended an open meeting to 
truth is a produet of interaction. discuss their majors association. 'All in the Family' The lion could roar as lOUd as he A group of interested students 

WGTB: You Turn Me Ofr 
wished, but could only have found have conducted a survey which will 

- truth by listening to the words of be presented at a forthcoming 
the owL Truth is not a one·man meeting of faculty and the depart· 
show, but the result of interaction ment chairman. 

by Ken Koenig 
Contributing Editor 

Perhaps the best news out of New South 
Cafeteria in a long time came Monday night. 
At 5 p.m., during the sumptuous feast known 
as dinner, the d.j. of WGTB-FM, the 
ostensible voice of Georgetown University
many contend that it suffers from severely 
damaged vocal chords-announced that "New 
South Cafeteria, we're turning you off." This 
announcement was met with applause, smiles 
and general good will by most of the diners. 
At least one student observed that people in 

, New South Cafeteria had turned WGTB off 

l lon~:~hursday last, the University Food 
Committee moved to request that WGTB play 
more acceptable music during the dining 

,~',r hours, following nearly unanimous expres
sions of distress over the type of programming 

(/' WGTB schedules. Apparently this request was 
dealt with by cessation of WGTB's pro
gramming in the cafeteria. WGTB plays to 
perhaps its biggest audience-that is, student 
audience-during the meal hours in New 
South. One would think that it would utilize 
this opportunity to attract new listeners by 
featuring music acceptable to the student 
body at large. 

The implications of WGTB's action of 
Monday are obvious. Instead of responding to 
requests from the student body, the "student 
'radio station" chose to ignore them. The 
directors of WGTB apparently feel that the 
stati,on has a more pressing obligation to the 

~;.')O audience it has cultivated(?) in the city than 
to the students. This attitude is most 
interesting, however, in the light of the fact 
that WGTB annually receives nearly $20,000 
from the student government appropriations 
commission. That's $20,000 from our 
pockets. No obligation to the students? 

~ If WGTB is playing to an essentially 
non-stUdent audience-as their action this 

week implies-then the students of George- among opposing interests. Biology majors have already 
town should not feel constrained to support Although there is no University· elected representatives to their 
h S E $ wide mechanism to facilitate the department curriculum. -

t em. The . .C. could use an extra 20,000. concept of mutUality, (i.e. inter· Efforts are underway to involve 
Many organizations much more responsive to action between faculty and stu· students in a joint effort with 
the students' needs and wishes could use that dents) in the area of academics, an department faculty in the Math and 
money. If WGTB is so deeply obligated to effort is being made on the English Departments, with work 
their audience-if there really is one-let them departmental level. Through the soon to begin in the Chemistry, 
rely on revenue. WGTB has failed thus far to implementation of major's asso· Fine Arts and Theology depart-

ciations in departments, students ments. 
provide any coverage of this season's athletic and faculty hope to achieve a better The Council has stressed that the 
events. They did receive money last year in understanding of each other's structures will be flexible and their 
the budget hearings to cover certain basket- needs. nature will depend on the needs 
ball games. It remains to be seen if these The organizers of the program and composition of the various 
games will be covered. believe that it is easier for majors of departments. 

a department and faculty to relate It is our inclusion that those 
Hopefully, the Student Activities Com- on a personal level by working who rule this jungle must continue 

mission, which recommends to the student through the departments. to expand the concept of a mutual 
senate the amount each activity will receive The College Academic Council, search for truth. Only through this 
for the following fiscal year, will take these originators of the program, believe mutual interaction can faculty, 
factors into account in March. It would be that "a majors association can students and administration achieve 

greatly improve the atmosphere of full development of their respective 
unfortunate for Georgetown to lose its radio any department through work on strengths. 
station. Throwing away $20,000 a year is an r---------------------------, 
even bigger misfortune. 

Perhaps a new star has been added to the 
galaxy of potential student government 
presidential candidates. Keith Johnson, pre
sident of New South House Council, was 
approved by the student senate Sunday night 
as Chairman of the University Residence 
Board. Johnson, however, disavows any 
interest in the job. 

The so-called Student Center in the 
basement of Healy· will reportedly soon 
contain a fQod service operation, featuring 
sandwiches and drinks. This will certainly add 
to the problems in re-vitalizing operation of 
Marty's in New South. According to repo~, 
the Healy Center operation will open around 
the beginning of next semester. 

Lecture Commission Chairman Kevin 
Murphy, SFS '74, has withdrawn from the 

'school and will resign from his post. 
Finally, today is a day steeped in tradition 

at Georgetown, a day sacred to nearly all the 
students and to some professors. Today is the 
last day to withdraw from a course. Give my 
regards to Mr. Quinn. 
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Letters to' the Editor, . • • 

towards this self-preparation for very little we have at this time, as 
life. "!Ve often get in receiving. 

I hope, I rather apologize and These are the priorities and Vivat "Excorcist' 
wish you don't get me wrong, it is values that young black students 

To the Editor: just too difficult to suppress this must a~d to our already diminish· 
In answer to Mr. Joseph Marques feeling any further. The implicit ing set of values. ' 

letter of Nov. 3, I feel compelled to love and good will I have always How' wise and interesting it 
point out some of the positive maintained for this country makes would be for a poor black student 
actions of the Exorcist cast and it difficult for one to remain silent. here to contribute some sacks of 
crew. It has not been an all take We as black students have dimes or organize a fund-raising 
and no give situation. Before we equally great responsibilities as our campaign for the election of our 
condemn the film crew, permit me white cousins for the continued 'President. It is not the money that 
to outline a few little known facts: peace and progress which this matters, but the goodwill we could 

II Many of the crew members country needs tomorrow. show by having the interest of our 
representing the various craft What excuse can we blacks here country in mind as well as the 
unions have or will give lectures to at Georgetown give for not utilizing destinies of the younger black kids 
classes in the Fine Arts Dept. The the time and space which George· in the ghetto. The facts of our 
lectures pertain to job oppor- town offers for an effective de- poverty must not render us 
tunities in the field and training velopment of our intellects in more thoughtless. 

answer: "the hoya," a "wax plant, with the gaudiest, most glittering 
which blooms in the summer but facist uniforms, 'peasant women' 
needs a waterless rest during most· were forced by starvation into the 
of the winter." famous bordellos of Havana for the 

Mrs. Cruso goes on to observe use of drunken norteamericanos. 
that "Hoyas are some of the very You see, boys and girls, it was 
few plants that have to be allowed something called the "conquistador 
to grow long, thin and untidy. They mentality" and if you had a little 
will not bloom until the stalks have Carib or Negro blood in you . . . 
elongated to a considerable length. well, maybe you were better off 
That is why hoyas, for all their penniless in the cane fields. 
sweet scented bloom, are not very If you didn't have a Castilian lisp 
attractive hanging plants and are drilled into you by age five . . . 
usually better grown trained round well, maybe the university just 
a wire form and tied in." wasn't for you. Ah, nostalgia ... Ah, 

Fr. Henle and Co. take note! the good ,old days. 
John J. Gla vin When anyone with half an ounce 

Asst. Professor of English of social concern was slaughtered in 
the doorstep of his own home, 
courtesy justice a la Batista. 

:~ 

necessary, etc. meaningful and more exciting issues Lastly, I wish the Chairman of 
• Ellen Burstyn is volunteering as that as our national election. the Black Student Alliance together 

her time by arranging to have a film How many black students do we with her cabinet would re-evaluate 
of hers shown followed by a lecture see on the often decorated tables in the priorities of the B.S.A. to meet 
by her for Joel Siegel's film class. Walsh Lobby for the various dis- the issues at Georgetown today, or 

Fascistic Cubans When blood-sadistic thugs- '~..) 
excuse me, Cuban army officers
equated law and order with the 
maintenance of a West Indian caste 
system by means of terror and 
concentration camps. 

To the Editor: 
• A Jesuit/faculty vs the plays for the presidential can- the name of the Black Student 

Exorcist crew and cast basketball did~tes. Very often t~o, I look ~lliance should be.scrapp,ed to the 
game will be held on Sun., Nov. anxIously t~ the vanous Bl~ck Black Student RelIance. 

Those masters of hypocrisy, the 
Cuban emigre organizations, and in 
particular the local Cuban Student 
organization, are' once again pom
pously mouthing denunciations of 
those who do not oppose the 
Cuban people in their struggle 
upward (HOYA, Nov. 3). 

12th, 7:30 in the gym. The -Student AllIance .c.oncerts, With Akpan M. Umoh 
proceeds will go to the Benjamin hope. that fund-raISIng would b~ (Coil. '74) 
Banneker Fund and all expenses for orga~lIzed fo~ any. of the presl
the gym will be paid by Warner dentIal campaIgns thiS year. . 
Bros.' But to my greatest surprise, I 

• The $45,000 to $50,000 plus ~~arned froT? a fellow brother -
that faculty and student extras t~e conectl~n goes for our own 
earned while the Exorcist was on maIntenance. 
campus was a bounty for the many I! only we black students can 
students who have difficulty earn- realIze. w.e. can reassess our val':les 
ing money while in school. and pnontI.es. If on.ly w,e c~n.reallze 

• Finally, I'm sure that Warner that there IS great JOY In gIVIng the 

Blooming Hoyas 

To the Editor: 
Freshmen and other annuals 

concerned with that perennial 
question, "What the hell's a 
Hoya?", may be interested in noted 
horticulturalist Thalassa Cruso's 

These elitists are working in 
absentia to continue their sys
tematic repression, as they did for 
twenty generations, of the Cuban 
lower classes. 

While they attempted to outdo 
each other at 1957 cocktail parties 

Bros. will not leave Washington r--------------------------------------------, 
without a generous gift to G.U. for 
our cooperation in the filming. 

I am afraid, Mr. Marques, that 
your letter sounds like a hefty vine 
of sour grapes. Let's give credit 
where credit is due_ 

Cliffort T. Chieffo 
Chairman 

Fine Arts Department 

Soul on Ice 

To the Editor: 
It is one of the ir(;mies of history 

that despite these amenities which 
Georgetown University, one of the 
nation's top intellectUal centers 
offers, and despite the hard but 
necessary encouragements and an 
all out effort from the government, 
institutions, philanthropist organ
izations, humanitarians and other 
groups towards us black youths, we 
have rather tended to become too 
slow to catch up with the realities' 
of our age. 

Despite the rich college life, we 
have so far failed to catch up with 
the meaning of life today. We have 
so far failed to comprehend the 
purpose of a college besides acq uir
ing grades and looking up to a big 
job out there. 

As black youths we have failed 
to realize that college is, so far, the 
only true preparatory laboratory, 
the initiation spot to our sometimes 
confused and meaningless exist
ence. 

We have to re-evaluate our 
priorities as young black intel
lectuals or whatever we call our
selves. It is time we realize the 
interest of our government and 
others in providing funds for us to 
be here. It is time we proudly 
realize that the destiny of our 
individual lives and that of this 
great country of ours, is not only in 
hands of our enthusiastic white 
cousins, but that our contribution, 
though as little as it might be, may 
help in the continued progress and 
peace which the leaders of our 
country strive to get. 

And the university is the pre
paratory ground. Georgetown has 

The Medical Library: Catastrophe 
To the Editor: 

The staff at Dahlgren Memorial Library was 
incredulous when it read in Friday's HOYA of a 
$60,000 cut in the medical library's already 
painfully inadequate budget. The staff feels that 
the public should be informed of the circum
stances which are already causing rapid deteriora· 
tion in library services. The catastrophic results of 
any cut in the library budget should be obvious 
from these facts. 

The equipment category in the library's 
operating budget includes all funds for' books, 
periodicals and bindings. Although the requested 
equipment budget for Fiscal Year 1973 was 
$95,950, only $44,950 was approved. However, 
the serials department, in order to continue 
subscriptions to journals currently received, has 
already committed itself to a 1972-73 expenditure 
of $43,411.00. This leaves $1,508.60 for the 
acquisitions department for the purchase of new 
books. New medical books are officially averaging 
$19.11. The Medical Center has, therefore, 
authorized the purchase of 78 new books in FY73 
to fill the informations needs of students, faculties 
of the medical, dental and nursing schools, 
members of the hospital staff and administrators 
of the Medical Center. 

The library also requested $12,000 for general 
office supplies, library ID cards, library publica
tions and cataloging materials and an additional 
$22,105 to cover Xerox and MEDline terminal. 
rental, the installation of book drops and various 
improvements suggested last. year by the medical, 
dental and nursing faculties. Ironically, only 
$1,006 was approved to cover these necessary 
supply costs. Does the administration now expect 
the staff to buy its own typing paper and pencils? 

Perhaps the $60,000 cut that the HOYA 
discusses refers to the elimination of next June's 
stipend. For the past two years, the administration 
has intervened in mid-June, bailing out the library 
with a $50,000 stipend to be spent before the end 
of the fiscal year. Staff members work late into 
the night ordering books requested throughout the 
previous year. This is a futile attempt to make 
things alright for another year. 

For example, book lists for required course 
reading are submitted to the acquisitions librarian 
several weeks ,prior to the first class meeting. With 
little or no operating funds, the book requests are 
filed for future ordering. In June, after the course 
has come and gone, books can then be ordered. 
New periodicals and important reference materials' 
are not purchased because the library may not be 

able to continue the payments. An embarrassing 
example is that Georgetown is one of the ten 
remaining U.S. medical centers that cannot afford 
an annual subscription to Science Citation Indes, a 
basic reference took in a science and medical 
library. 

If, on the other hand, the $60,000 cut is taken 
from FY73 operating budget of $45,956, then the 
cut must involve a weekly sale of second hand 
library books to ante up the additional deficit of 
$14,044. The alternative to library book sales, the 
administration might suggest, is a reduction of 
staff personnel and salaries. At this time, of a full 
time staff of ten, nearly every person is filling two 
and sometimes three job positions. 

As long' as the small staff is forced to double 
up, juggling between jobs, the library services will 
be minimal, inefficient and inconsistent. Although 
the staff members meet and in some instances 
exceed educational and experience qualifications 
for their jobs, their salaries do not approach those 
for comparable jobs in the area or even in this 
University . 

The insolvency of the library's budget has been 
brought to the attention of University administra
tors. In April, an in-house report, "Five-Year 
Budget Plan Toward Minimum Standards of 
Medical Library Service," placed a very specific 
price tag on the cost of upgrading the library 
service. Six months later the administration 
expressed its concern by bringing in a distingu
ished ~ibrary consultant to evaluate the library's 
operation. Alt~ough his written report has not 
been released yet, he indicated to staff members 
that he recognized the urgency of adding personnel 
and of drastically revising the salary structure. He 
would request an operating budget of at least three 
times the current total. 

At a time when the library staff is patiently 
,awaiting on the consultant's report, the HOYA 
revelation came as the last' straw. Two staff 
members are retiring before the end of the fiscal 
year; four others are actively seeking employment 
elsewhere. With this elimination of six staff 
members, we submit that in lieu of effective 
library' service, the Dahlgren Memorial Library 
could better serve its administration as a useful 
scapegoat for correcting next year's university 
budgetary errors. 
Elaine Bradson 
Margaret Burton 
Jocelyn 'Cobb 
Joyce English 

Marcella Jordan 
Catherine E. Kenny 
Hazel E. McCarthy 
Pamela Riddle 
Dahlgren Library Staff 

offered all the necessary ingredients '--___ ---: ________________ --__________________ --1 

So let us indeed criticize Sen; 
Kennedy on the Cuban issue-for 
failing to ally himself with the true 
liberal force of modem Cuba. The 
organized Cuban "freedom 
fighters" represent the Establish
ment of Good Old Cuba - a nation 
where a fundamental law of fluid 
dynamics held: The scum always 
seemed to rise to the top of the rain 
barrel. 

Edward Sodaro 
Med School '73 

Hoya Saxa 

To the Editor: 
I would like to clarify a few 

items regarding the publication of 
the weekly bulletin SAXA. 

SAXA is being published by the 
Office for Student Activities and is 
totally funded by Student Develop
ment. It is not a student govern
ment newsletter but rather a listing 
of activities of interest to the 
Georgetown community. 

SAXA will be published every 
Wednesday. Information must be 
submitted in writing to the Student 
Activities Office on the previous 
Wednesday by twelve noon. 

To the Editor: 

Susan P. Johnson 
Coordinator of 

Student Activities 

Credo 

The absence of a strong and 
convincing Christian influence in 
the world today is considered by 
some people to be the opposite 
extreme of the Jesus movement. I 
feel that all is not lost (least of all, 
the world) and thus feel compelled 
to comment on Mr. Tommy S.' 
Moore's letter of November 3. 

The catalyst was his affront to 
my "intellectual integrity and criti
cal thinking" which he would claim 
that I, as a Christian, have relaxed 
in order to believe in Jesus. 

Mr. Moore claims these type of 
beliefs are "shot through and 
through with inconsistencies and . 
contradict,ions." I ask him (as I (' 
have asked many others who agree 
with him) !o show me one. No one ~,., 
has, up to date, been able to ~1-
present me with any convincing 
statement that would indicate a 
flaw in Jesus' "philosophy." • 

And as far as intellectual integ- I 

rity and critical thinking are con
cerned, these are considerations 
which are of utmost importance to 
Christians. Christianity necessarily -; 
involves a constant evaluation of 

(Continued on Page 7) 
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~ (Continued from Page 6) material for if he insists upon on their own feet and thinking 
~J."", new perceptions which are to be interpreting the Book of Revelation' consistently, they just might be 
~ incorporated into the framework of so literally, he is liable to have able to accomplish anything. 
it beliefs which govern one's actions. terrible and frightening nightmares. Kathleen M. Mahan (SLL73) 
~ Mr. Moore speaks of "Christian Lastly, I couldn't agree more 
~ types" who -seek edification 'and with his plea to "stand on our own * not truth. I claim, on the contrary, feet and strive to be consistent r that Christians not only seek truth, thinkers." Christianity is definitely 
Y but seek a truth that guides their a dynamicactive movement whose 
~ being and is expressed through their consistency is summed up in love. 
1 actions-a truth which is more than Furthermore, his statement in
~ a topic in a philosophy class. . dicates great hope for the world 
~ On a lighter note, I suggest that and for mankind, for if believers 
i Mr. Moore switch his reading' and non-believers are both standing 

House Council 
Darnall-St. Mary's 

Old TV Consoles available in need of 
repair, will take offer. 

Call 965-1428 

Travel Company seeking dy
namic rep. on campus. 

Call 785-4756 

And the Defense 

To the Editor: 
There are three letters in the 

latest issue of the HOYA on which 
I would like to. make some 
comment. 

The first. is that of Dr. Carey, 
comparing my faith with that of 
Zwingli. If to affirm the holineSs of 
the Church~ and to point out that 
the Eucharil,it is a sacrament, i.e., a 
sign, is heresy, then so be it. I have 
not, however, at any time denied 
transubstantiation; since it was not 
the subject of my article, to detour 

~=============-==============: my train of thought in order 
We at TAN EN'S would like to join in helping your 
hobby or course, whichever the case, by giving 
substantial savings on all Photographic equipment. 

We carry n~tionally advertised equipment such 
as: NIKON, EASTMAN, KODAK, MINOLTA, 
CANON, VIVITAR, SONY, Etc., also a complete 
line of TAPE RECORDERS at considerable 
savings. 

~ As the cliche goes - "Shop and Compare" 
Come and receive your SPECIAL STUDENT DIS
COUNT on photography equipment. 

TAN'EN'S 
Photographic & Tape Recorder Dept. 

409 11th St. N.W. 
Washington, 'D.C. 20004 

STerling 3-0395 703-6748 

explicitly to affirm it would have 
been unnecessary, given my re
ligious profession, and distracting. 

Mr. Forster's letter was, I 
thought, a brilliant exposition of 
what I ~eant when I wrote that the 

Bethesda firm seeks part-time em
ployees to prepare tax returns. Good 
salary, flexible hours. Qualifications: 
have completed or presently enrolled 
in a course in Federal Taxation. 
Contact Mr. Williams, 656-0123, 
daily between 9 and 1. 

wrong questions are being asked 
about the chapel. If the chapel is a 
monument, a memorial j;o past 
glories, then it is indeed desecration 
to change it. If it is, however, to be 
the center of a living, believing, 
community, then, indeed, it should 
change from time to time. 

And, finally, there was the sad 
piece by Mr. Moore. It seems to me 
that for one who is trying to be a 
philosopher to dismiss whole seg
ments of the intellectual com
munity as incapable of critical 
thinking is equivalent to pro
fessional suicide. 

Jerome M. Hall, S.J. 
Office. of Campus Ministries 

Please Help 

To the Editor: 
We are a small, struggling experi

ment in education-"free school," 
"educational alternative"-w hichever 
of the new popular labels you care 
to use. We are a community of 30 

SUMMER IN VERMONT? Think 
Middlebury College. Advanced study 
in French, German, Italian, Russian, 
Spanish. Beginning and advanced' 
study in Chinese, Japanese. Begin 
work toward the M.A. as an under
graduate. Write Room 124, Sunder
land Language Center, Middlebury, 
VT 05753. . 
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children (4% to 9) & five adults 
working together to find a new way 
for kids to come into, learn about, 
deal with the society at large-and 
we are in serious need of help. 

Our need is twofold: 
1) We need full-time volunteers

people who dig kids, dig what we're 
doing with kids & who can spend at 
least two full days (9 to 3) a week 
every week with the kids. We need 
people who like to play and who 
can enrich the kids play-because 
play is what kids our age like to do 
most-for them play is work is 
learning. 

We need people of all sexes, ages 
and races-just a few more people 
to fill out our staff; 

2) We need some people with 
SPECIFIC SKILLS who want to 
share them with the kids a few 
hours a day once a week. We now 
have a woman who comes once a 
week to do dance with the kids. 

Some other interests the kids 
have mentioned: speaking Spanish, 
learning karate, doing biology, 
learning a musical instrument -
they're open to lots more. 

Anyone who can help us call 
Walt Draude evenings or weekends 
at 332-7320. 

The Childrens Free 
Community. 

~ 

MCAT-OAT-GRE 
LSAT 

NAT'l.8DS. r 

Christmas creations a la Black Forest, handmade in Hawaii from 
'. . original, three-dimensional designs to delight the .tiJI_. collector. For treasured gifts, choose from over 200 

.. items, each hand-painted in gay Christmas colors. 

t~ OUT catalog sent on request 

ORDERS AIRMAILED WITHIN 48 HOURS OF RECEIPT 

* Preparallon for tests required for 
admission to graduate and profes
sional schools 

* Six and twefve session courses 
* Small groups 
* Voluminous material for home study 

prepared by experts in each field 
* Lesson schedule can be tailored to 

meet individual needs. 

Classes Now forming 
Special Compact Courses 
Weekends - Intersessions 

STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER 

B~JiL :(w1r~±Jd}j'~J(oJil!i 
'~<8:'q df.A.~d~t~a·~~b:!! 

4. ALE X 4 N 0 E R C'O. 
98 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y. 

VA.-Md.-D.C. ~~ ~ 

530-0211 ~ 
530-8718 (after 6) SINCE 1938 

Boston" Phlla • Washington· DetrOit" los Angeles .. Miami 

Th~ Tulurmg School with 'he Nal;onwUk RrputatlOfl 

ONCE A DRAGON DID OFFER
FOR THE COST£: OFTW06·~CKS 
OF SCHAEFER BEERE-TO TEACH 
A KNIGHT THE ART OF THE DANCE, 

-,' . 
' .. 
. ~.. . .. .., ... 

t..' ....... ~ .••• ~ -....... ;:0... • 
AND THe KNIGHT DID ACCEPT 
THe CHANCE TO IMPROVE HIS 
SKILLS. 

., . 
- ... ,·c~ •• ..• \~~''''' 
THUS HE ENTERED THE COURSE 
AND PROCEDETH TO DANCE 

AND ONCE AGAIN THE DRAGON 
DANCETH THE KNIGHT AWAY ..• 

Schaefer Breweries. New York and Albany, N.Y .• Baltimore, Md., Lehiah Valley. Pa. 
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WGTB Shuts 'Down 
Cafeteria Broadcast 

WGTB-FM, Georgetown's stu- New South or to the rest of our 
dent· operated radio station, cut off listeners?" 
its mealtime broadcasting to New O'Brien said the station will con
So~th ?afeteria Monday. after ~h~ duct a poll of New South diners to 
l!mverslty F~od, Co~mlttee cn.t!- determine the type of music they 
C1zed the statIOn s chOice of musIc. prefer during meal hours. "We have 

_ In, a related. development, proposed to institute an AM station 
WGTB s progr~ director has an- which will play music specifically 
nounced he wIll set uP. an AM geared to the collective taste of 
outlet to broadcast 'mUSIC accep- New South diners," O'Brien said. 
table to the New South diners. . 

The adio station i ed its FM The stat~on al~o plans to set up 
r p ~. AM transmitters In all campus dor-

programs of rock m~slc dIrectly mitories, he said. "Soon, trans-
mto N~w. South cafeteria before ~he mitters will be set up in the Qua
transmissIon was cut. off. A meetmg drangle and eventually in all cam-

Friday, November 10,1972 

MARK KENYON 

Sebastian and 
of the food commIttee Thursday '.. ' . 

. d t' d t I . ts th t th pus dormitones. Soon there will be N S til d' I t th I t 1 di f WGTB afte th VOIce s u. en comp am a e two WGTB's playing two varieties ew ou mers os e p easan meo 0 es 0 r e 
rock musIc was not suitable for f . al tert' ts " University Food Service Committee complained that the music was not 
mealtime. 0 mUSIC en ammen. suitable for meal hours. (Photo by Keith King) 

New Riders 
Concert Set 

Program Director Thomas In a separate development, a ... ________________________ .. 

O'Brien (Coll.'75) said the student WGTB ~pokes!Dan announced t~at 
complaints had become "in- th~ station wIll conduct a special 
creasingly irate" and called the series of prog.rams on poverty next 
food committee protest "verbal week. The senes has been scheduled 
slaughter." in conjunction with the Campaign 

The Student Entertainment 
Commission will sponsor a concert 
Dec. 9 with the New Riders of the 
Purple Sage and JO.hn Sebastian, 
Mark Kenyon (Coll.'74), a com
mission member, announced this 
week. 

"Although we feel badly that we for Human Devel~pment, a division 
are not liked by one particularly of the U.S. CatholIc Conference. 
small group of people," he said, "We want people to know about 
"WGTB has approximately 40,000 the program so they won't think we 
more or less regular listeners. Thus, do nothjng else but play that hor
a dilemma: Who do we value more? rible rock music," the spokesman 
Is our primary responsibility to said. 

Purple Sage has cut three albums 

with Columbia Records. Sebastian ---LS-A-T-R-EV-I-EW-CL-A-S-SE-S----. formerly was a performer with the 
Loving Spoonful. 

The concert will begin at 8 p.m. Intensive review cou~ taught by practicing 
Dec. 9. at McDonough Gymnasium. attorney in preparation for each Law School 
Tickets will be on sale after Nov. 20 Admission Test. Three Saturday sessions at 
in the University Center. the Sheraton-Carlton Hotel in downtown 

There will be two showings of Washington. This is the well-known course 
Mick Jagger's film Performance, given in New York and other cities. For in-
tomorrow in Gorman Auditorium formation, call (703) 790-9452 or write our 
at 8 and 10 p.m. Admission will be national office: 
$1.50, or $1 with an S.E.C. Card. LAW BOARD REVIEW CENTER OF WASHINGTON, D.C., INC. 

The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, 
Rosemary's Baby and Camelot also 4 Berkley Drive, Port Chester, New York 10573 
will be shown by the S.E.C. during Course begins on Nov. 18 for Dec. 16 LSAT 

and on Jan. 20 for Feb. 10 LSAT the next two months. 

HUGE FRAME SELECTION 
ALL THE LATEST STYLES 

EYES EXAMINEt:> 
CONTACT LENSES 
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED 
EMERGENCY SERVICE 
AND SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS 

1747 PENNSYLVANIA AVE., NW 
(Convenient to GU) 

DAILY M; SAT. 9-3 466-2050 

buck SUNDAY 
THBU 

THURSDAY 
For Each 

Adult Member 
of Your Party off! 

"Freshness and Excitement! Moving 
and Hilarious !'~ex Reed, New York Dally News 

"Wholly original, penetrating and 

ALL THE BEER
YOU CAN DRINK 

plus 

ALL THE SALAD 
YOU CAN MAKE 

plus 
A JUICY BONE-IN 
SIRLOIN STEAK 

W:\MS2.95 
FOR DINNER ONLY 

EMERSONS, Ltd. 
unlimited steak dinners 

• WASHINGTON, D. C.-1511 K Street, N.W._ .. _ .......................... _ ........ 110 
(next to the Statler-Hilton) 

• BETHESDA, MD.':"Wildwood Shopping Center _ ..... __ .. _ ................ 5»5380 . 
(Old Geol'pl_n Road anel DemocI'K)' BouJevard) 

• GREENBELT, MD.-6076 Greenbelt Road_ .. _._ ............................... 474-5800 
(Bettway Plaza Sheppi"a center) 

• SILVER SPRING, MD.-7820 Geol1!ia Avenue_ .............................. 72107300 
(where Geora:i. and ~astem Aves. meet) 

• ALEXANDRIA, VA.*-4349 Duke Street (Route 2361 ....................... 311J.5S11O 
(1\2 miles East of Rout. !15) 

• FAIRFAX, VA.*-l0900 Lee Highway (Route 00) ............................. 511·7710 
( ..... r Kamp W .. hlnaton) 

• MT. VERNON, VA.*~ Richmond Hillhway (Route 11... .... :-........ 71001111 
(EnaleSlde Shoppina Center-1 miT. North of !'ort BoI.,,,,, 

• ROSSLYN, VA. *-1515 Wilson Boulev..rd .... _ ........................... : ........ 525-7D7' 
(Just iOCl'OO$ Key Briel .. ) 

COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE OR TEA 
WHAT DO YOU WEAR? ANYTIIING t 

* In VilBinla Price Includes Pitchers of Beer 

shocking Iy rea I. '~ArclI.r Wins'en, New York Post 

"Raunchy humor! Hypnotically weird! A stunning 
tour de force for Sylvia Miles.'!-.Wllliam wolt, Cue Magazlne 

Andy Warhal , 
PnsenlS 

NOW 
SHOWING 

dOE ADD 
... 111 ... lonHERr' 

A film by Paul Morrissey , 
Distributed by Levitt-Pickman Film Corporation ·In Color· NOONlUNOI.,1IDMIIIIO@ 

cerberus 3 
3040 M Street. NoW. 

337·' a, , 
STUDIO 1 

4600 WI--.ln A_ •• N.W. 
686-1700 
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Social Action: Structured Free Spirit 
by Bernadette Savard 

"I guess you could call me a 
structured free spirit," said Dr. 
Henry G. "Hank" Scharles. 

An associate professor of busin
ess administration .at Georgetown, 
Dr. Scharles is the head of that 
school's independent study pro
gram, supervising the activities of 
44 students involved in various 
community organizations and 
agencies. 

Dr. Scharles is not a new-comer 
to the field of social action. After 
serving in the Air Force during the 
Korean War, the Philadelphian 

Persona.lity 
continued his education at Florida 
State University, receiving a B.S. in 
psychology, an M.S. in market 
reresearch and a PhD. in adult 
education with emphasis on com
munity development. 

While a student at Florida State, 
Dr. Scharles was involved in civil 
rights work on a volunteer basis, 
focusing on staff training and 
development and on community 
development. He also worked in the 
areas of union supervisory training 
and university labor education 
which "met with a lot of resist
ance." 

While at Florida Atlantic Univer
sity in Boca Raton, Dr. Scharles 
remembers that he "discovered the 
migrant" and did volunteer work in 
this area, much of it in remedial 
education. 

"HEP" 

In 1968, Dr. Scharles came to 
Washington as director of a 
National Emphasis Program for 
migrant children called "HEP" 
(High School Equivalency Pro
gram). Under the HEP program, 
each of 15 universities was given a 
grant of about $300,000 to take on 
50 migrant children for one year. 
The young people were aged 17-22 
and so blended well with the 
normal university age group. The 
students would remain until they 
had passed the high school equi
valency test and obtained a general 
educational degree. 

"The previous man who'd run 
the HEP program was an educator, 
but 1 was both a businessman and 
an educator. I was able to introduce 
structure into HEP." 

Serving as director for six 

really producing and working for 
the community. 

"Students of this generation 
have a sensitivity way beyond those 

"Beautiful Learning Setting;' of my own. All we wanted to do 
But with the arrival of Edward was to w~rk for big business. ~~t 

M. Kaitz as the new Dean of the today, busmess has l~am?d that It s 
SBA, the independent study pro- 'got to ~ave som~ obligation for the 
grams "really began to fly," said we~~-belOg of society. . 

even developed 60 second com
mercials on 8 rnm. film," he said. 
"They really got into it." 

Dr. Scharles. "Dean Kaitz was Independe~t study proJec~ c~n 
d . thO ·th th C·ty only be benefiCial to students, said 

olOg some 109 WI e IDS h I "Th· d' 
Council and with Model Cities. He r. ~ ar es. lOgS yO? 0 10 

k d ·f 1 ted t d· t th education have' to be meanlOgful to as e me 1 wan 0 nec e .. . . your success 10 life, otherwise 
IOdependet.t,~:~~y progranI and 1 'there's no meaning to your educa-
answered, . tion. The kind of things these 

Forty-four students are now .. 
k· ·th d'ff t .ty students are domg remforces the 

wor 109 WI I eren commum learn· g th y' e gett·ng in the 
groups involved in organization and class:~om." e r I 

~evelop~ent .. A group. of studen.ts Dr. Scharles still maintains a 
IS workmg With the City CouncIl,. d 

th ·th th M d 1 C·t· supervisory role over the stu ents ano er WI e 0 e lies . . . h 
d th t d · and 10 addition, teaches two ot er 

program an 0 ers are s u ymg "Th t d ts 't f . d 
with the Washington Planning courses. e s u. en aren a ral 
C ·1 of the work and 10 fact end up by 

oUSntcld· ts k· ·th all putting in more than ihey would 
. u en are wor 109 WI sm. for a normal three-credit course. 

busmessmen on loan and finanCial Th . t t t ak 't .. h h . al ey JUS wan 0 m e sure I 
~alyses glvmg t em tec mc as- means' something, that it's some-

months, Dr_ Scharles then came to attentions to Manpower programs slstance on these matters. Others thO . bl d th t ·t h al 
Georgetown's School of Business for an additional two years. are studying the problem of increas- . m~ enJoy~, e an a I as re 
Administration. "I enjoy working Presently he is a consultant to ing the role of the minority groups slgm Icance. 
with students and I enjoy the H.E.W. on migrant affairs; a con- in the Convention Center or are Foot in the Door 
educational setting, if not the sultant to the Department of involved)n projects studying land Already the independent study 
classroom." Education on emergency school utilization of the 7th & 0 Streets involvement is spreading to other 

In his five years at Georgetown, assistance programs, conducting Market, the K Street Corridor and schools at Georgetown and Dr. 
Dr. Scharles has become increas- project directors' workshops in the the 14th Street Corridor. Scharles would like to see the 
ingly involved in work within the filed; and does counseling and Four students are looking into present SBA program expanded to 
Washington community. "My wife training for the American Savings & -the issues surrounding the human- include every student in the school. 
and 1 would do volunteer work in Loan League, a black association. ization of the job environment, "I'd like to see a freshman enter 
consumer education counseling for BPI t S Ch' k trying to make it more attractive, and carry an independent study 
the Urban Rehabilitation Cor- aron ou e v. uper IC en with the Economic Research De- with s,ome corporation or agency as 
poration which Fr. Baroni was During these first years of work partment of the A.F.L.-C.I.O. part of his workload.~That way he'd 
involved in. in social action, Dr. Scharles said, "1 The Anacostia Credit Union is get his foot in the door as a 

"We'd work with low-income was able to work students into my receiving help from eight SBA freshman. Every year, the student 
families who'd just purchased a program in town only on a veri students who are doing diverse jobs, would be escalated to a greater 
rehabilitated house through this 'limited basis." His courses at including painting and remodeling position and by the end of four 
federal program. They'd receive all Georgetown, however, sought to of the offices, as well as working years would have been prepared to 
sorts of help from the federal introduce practical experience into with the federation of credit unions enter a work situation from the 
government including equity in the the educational setting. to learn the necessary audition study situation. It seems that with 
house, 40-year mortgage, etc. It was "There's nothing more practical procedures. Dr. Scharles feels a independent study all along, stu
a great program, but it was funded than a good theory, but you've got credit union of this kind provides dents would come to know why 
for only $50 million for the entire to be able to try it out." the people who live in that area statistics and accounting are 
U.S." One advertising class developed a with "a sense of involvement in important." 

With Howard University, Dr. total promotional package for something, a sense of something But Dr. Scharles realizes that "it 
Scharles received a small grant late Bridal Consultants. The class split they can have a part of." He takes money to do something like 
in 1968 under Title I of the Higher into the four departments of' a describes it as a "beautiful learning that, not to mention that it would 
Education Act to work in "real" advertising firm and de- setting" for Georgetown students. involve about 70 people right 
conjunction with Howard's Small veloped a package using different now." 
Business Guidance Center which budgets and different media mixes. Greater Sensitivity About his own future at George-
provided training for small·business- The presentation to the client was According to Dr. Scharles, SBA town, Dr. Scharles said that because 
men. Dr. Scharles also taught the done exactly as ad agencies usually students have "eaten up" the he's "a little unorthodox," it 
first COUlSe in Black Economic do. "1 would say that for the client independent study programs offer- doesn't necessarily "enhance your 
Development at Howard. to buy this package it would cost ed, even though a student must survival prospects here." Dr. 

After working with Howard for about $15,000 from an ordinary ad commit himself to work for an Scharles holds the classroom setting 
two years, Dr_ Scharles shifted his agency," said Dr. Scharles. entire year. "For years, universities as "sacred," but after class he is 

Another advertising class divided have been using neighboring com- "casual, informal and familiar" 
into two competing agencies to munities as 'labs' and they've begun with his students. 

the cellar door 
develop a product based on "Wings to feel used. The first semester is "Somehow they've all sensed the 
'n Things." One group developed used for the student to get difference of my feelings inside and 
"Super Chicken" while the others acquainted with his job, the work, outside the classroom and have 
worked on "Baron Poulet." "They etc., but the second semester he is respected it." 

November 
November 
November 
November 
December 

December 
December 
December 

November 11 

November 18 
November 22 
December 3 

34th & m sts., in georgetown 
washington, d. c. 20007 

6-11 
13-18 
20-25 
27-0ec.2 

4-9 

11-16 
18-23 
26-31 

337-3390 

John Prine/Bonnie Riatt 
Taj Mahal/Eggs over Easy 
Tom Rush/Tir Na Nog 
Shawn Phillips/Bradley Fields 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band/ 

Rus Kilpatrick 
Earl Scruggs/Ned Doheny 

Fat City/Brian Bowers. 

CONCERTS 

Frank Zappa/ 
Tim Buckl~y 
Judy Collins 
The Beach Boys 
Bread 

Constitution Hall (2) 
Constitution Hall 
Constitution Hall (2) 
Constitution Hall (2)' 

* Two (2) shows_ 
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Mr. Raider 

Books 
• Another Exercise Ill, Futility? 

Who Runs Congress'! for the enactment of legislation 
by Mark J. Green, James M. Fallows introduced by the President. 
and David R. Zwick. Bantam Books. If the procedural problems 
~o .Runs Congress? is the first aren't enough, the little personality 

pubhcatIoti put out by Ralph quirks and idiosyncracies of many 
Nader's. Congress Project, a group Congressmen are examined in the 
numbenng over a thousand assem- books' later chapters. Chapter titles 
bled to inv,estigate why the legis- such as "Lawmakers as Law· 
lative branch of government has breakers" and "Games Congress· 
become, in Ralph Nader's terms, men Play" are a fair indication of 
"the g!eat Ameri.can, defau~t.': This their content. These chapters con· 
book IS the project s prelimmary, tain some memorable vignettes. 
generalized report and it is to be A Congressman loses control of 
followed up by profiles of every his car in Georgetown and hits a 
Senator and Representative, reports building and a few other cars. He 
on all congressio~~ comm~ttees and grinds to a halt and jumps out of 
a handbook for :ltIzen actIOn. his car and starts to shake every-

Th~ book IS packaged. rather one's hand. He is protected by 
sens.abo?ally-the cover depiCts the Congressional privilege from get
Capitol 10 flames and the first page ting arrested for drunken driving. 
is a teasing come-on somewhat A Senator who receives well over 
reminiscent of a second-rate expose a hundred thousand dollars in farm 
on the movies. The reason for this subsidies for keeping his grounds 
sensationalism is obvious: it is there fallow searches his soul and decides 
to attract readers who ordinarily from his seat in the Agriculturai 
aren't inclined to buy a book Committee that farm ·subsidies are 
dealing with such things as the really in th~ nation's best interests. 
congressional committee system o'r And of course there is Bobby 
the oil lobby, even if it is in Baker, who managed to become a 
paperback. multimillionaire in eight years on 

The book is based on the his annual salary of $19,600. 
assumption that Congress is not as In the authors' eyes the legis
responsive as it might be because lative branch of government 
the people it is supposed to obviously isn't all it's meant to be 
represent don't demand it to be. and they write about its short
The sensationalism, at least, at- _ comings entertainingly. The authors 
tracts the greatest number of have clearly striven to make the 
readers and hence arouses the book rather light, enjoyable reading 
greatest amount of the public anger and for the most part they have 
Nader feels Congress deserves. succeeded. 

The first part of the book is The authors' prejudice do show 
'concerned with Congress' structural through a bit, however. They show 
shortcomings and chapters are de- a marked tendency to quote such 
voted to campaign financing, lobby- sources as The New Republic, 
ing, Congress, committees' structure Allard Lowensteirn, Paul Douglas 
and the uneven and uneasy relation- and Don Riegle. Pete McCloskey is 
ship between the President and refered to four times in the book 
Congress. The picture that emerges and Bella Abzug nine; Barry Gold
is considerably different from that water is nowhere mentioned. None
developed in junior-high civic theless, Who Runs Congress? pre
lessons. sents much valid and worthwhile 

Well-financed and smoothly- criticism of the legislative process. 
operating lobbyists, many of them In fact, after reading the book it 
former Congressmen, wine and dine is hard to understand how Congress 
Senators, Representatives and staff functions at all, let alone how the 
members in the effort to show good bills that are enacted manage 
them why what is good for G.M., or to slip by. 
whomever they represent, is good Ultimately, Who Runs Congress? 
for the country. must be judged on the public 

stimulated by this book to the type 
of action and commitment outlined 
in this chapter. Besides, anyone 
who does engage in this type of 
action doesn't need this book to 
tell him why or how to do it. 

As Nicholas Von Hoffman has 
recently pointed out, Ralph Nader's 
greatest strength is also his greatest 
weakness. He has dissociated him
self from any high-powered organi
zation and so he has safeguarded his 
integrity, but that very dissociation 
means he lacks the organization to 
follow up on any of his proposals 
or criticism. He can function as the 
legendary gadfly, but if the bureau
cratic beast he stings decides not to 
notice him there is little he can do. 

There probably is a realistic 
chance for some procedural reform 
in Congress, such as opening up all 
committee meetings and maybe 
even abolishing the seniority sys
tem. But lacking the power of an 
organization, Nader must rely on 
Congress to be prompted into 
action by the outcry of an in
formed and alarmed citizenry. 

If any indication can be drawn 
from the recent performance of the 
citizens of this country, who have 
demonstrated their' moral sen
sitivity by delivering an over
whelming electoral mandate to the 
gentleman ultimately responsible 
for L'affaire Watergate and all its 
sordid implications, the efforts of 
Ralph Nader's Congressional re
search group may well turn out to 
be nothing more than a well
meaning, idealistic exercise in 
futility. 

Ed Hughes 

Senators who are responsible for reaction, it generates and the out
keeping up the oil depletion allow- look is not promising. The last 
ance are pleasantly surprised by chapter of the book is a "Primer for 
campaign contributions from the Citizen Action," intended to get 
big oil interests, which really aren't citizens involved in the legislative 
necessary since the Senators have process. This chapter seems mis
some oil interests themselves. In the guided in that it is aimed at R:"''flIl{;~t21.IIlIiI.;.'' 
grand tradition of separation of organizing well-developed. lobbying ,.-,. ~' ~- . 
powers, Congressmen are forced to groups to support speCific legis- ., ~,: 
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Theatre 

A Savory Irish Joy 
THE HOSTAGE. By Brendan Be
han. Directed by .l\lorman Gevan
thor. At the Kreeger Theater. Now 
through December 10. 

. Arena's current offering in the 
Kreeger of Brendan Behan's The 
Hostage is a near-perfect theatrical 
delight. 

To begin with, Behan's play it· 
self survives as a rare and worthy 
piece of dramatic integrity. Though 
no one can deny the blatant topi
cality of I.R.A. goings-on in Ire
land, the audience is not simply 
battered with relevant propaganda. 
Whenever one begins to fear that 
events are tottering a bit too dan
gerously on the brink of melo
drama, the tension is relieved with a 
song or one of Behan's countless 
great lines. 

We are in O'Casey's tenement
house world, but happily spared the 
sticky sentimentality and pandering 
to cliches. Leslie is shot in the end 
only to resurrect himself for one 
last grand song with the company; 
the preposterous old soldier Mon
sewer reminisces over the cricket 
games of. his youth only to merit a 
withering castigation from Pat. 

The production is handled with 
the deft Brechtian touches that 
have characterized The Hostage 
ever since the original script seemed 
to have gotten lost in Joan Little
wood's London production of the 
play in 1958. There are the im
promptu comments interjected pe
riodically into the actual fiber of 
the play that shatter the notion of 
the drama as reality. The audience 
is never allowed to forget that this 

Albums 

is a play. For example Pat, leader of 
the crew, draws the audience into 
his confidence when he muses over 
the Guinness clutched in his hand: 
"How would you like to drink this 
every night for a month?"; and Miss 
Gilchrist, the saver of souls, comes 
to proselytize amongst us. 

Too much praise cannot be lav
ished on John Conklin's marvelous 
set. The Dublin tenement-brothel· 
music hall atmosphere is fantasti
cally captured in such fine touches 
as the tacky antimacassared stuffed 
sofas and the holy pictures on the 
wall. 

Each member of the so-called 
"pack of whores and thieves" turns 
in a superb performance: from 
Robert Prosky's portrayal of the 
big-hearted pimp Pat to Stanley 
Anderson's Mr. Mulleady (a remark
able James Joyce lookalike!) to 
goodwill gospel·stomping tippler 
Miss Gilchrist (Beulah Garrick). 
Just about the only reservation this 
reviewer could possibly have is a 
wish that the accents of the entire 
cast were up to the inimitable level 
of Dianne Wiest as Teresa. 

In his program note to the first 
Broadway production, Behan re
vealed some of the spirit that per
vades The Hostage: I respect kind
ness to human beings first of all. 

Compassion mingled with a 
powerful sense of comic perspective 
make The Hostage a play of subs
tance. Behan knows how to truly 
entertain his audience while being, 
as he said, "up to any bloody thing 
behind their backs." 

Elaine Brousseau 

As Berryman Might 
I'd like to take up some space 

here to do an ad for Ryland P. 
Cooder who D)ay or may not be 
doing all of us an awful lot of good, 
but is helping to make getting there 
more enjoyable. To wit, this 
perhaps - the - second -greatest -ever
slide -guitarist- that -is- after- Robert
Johnson - of - course has produced 
three of the most intelligent, skill
ful, soulful and just generally neat 
albums you're likely to be able to 
buy in this or any other year. 

That is, Ry Cooder, Into the 
Purple Valley, and (now) Boomer's 
Story are collectively representative 
of one of the most finely honed 
approaches for assimilating the 
(American) past (of "folk" music) 
into the present, currently a/k/a 
"getting back to the roots." 

creation 'and the closer he gets to an 
individual, relevant, autochthonous, 
unique and authentic scheme for 
getting his finite shadow caught up 
with his infinite real body (we all 
need shadows, needless to say), the 
more he ostensibly sounds like his 
aforementioned models and the less 
he really does this thing. 

Specifically, Ry has cut, his style 
of instrumentation down in com
plexity and enlarged it in effect 
(much as a proverbial stone will 
cause more ripples than a proverbial 
wristwatch, each tossed into a 
pond). That is, the drums, piano 
and guitars/mandolin of (I'm gues
sing, no credits are given) Dickie 
Hayward (of Little Feat), Jim 
Dickinson (who also produced the 
album) and Ry himself create no 
fewer mental eddies than do the 
full orchestrations by Kirby' 
Johnson on the first album. 

Mr. Cooder also has the charm

Which is to say that the farther 
away he draws from the cliches of a 
1960's-70's white man's treatment 
of a 1920's-30's black man's ing characteristic of apparently 

l seeing everything in terms of 
_~ resonance and rebound. A few 
, '" seconds' listening will confirm the 

truth of this in relation to his 
guitar-picking, but there is a larger 
dimension to this, too, as in his 
rendition (heart-rending is the only 
word for it) of "Rally 'Round the 
Flag, Boys" ("the Union forever -
Hurrah, boys, Hurrah") where the 
irony is thick enough to be cut with 
a dull knife; or in the lovely 
"Roosevelt in Trinidad" or in the 
incredible "How Can a Poor Man 
Stand Such Times and Live?": 
"Prohibition's really mis-conducted 
right/Ain't no sense in shooting a 
man till he shows fight/Officers kill 
without a cause. Then they com
plain about the funny laws ... " 

On top of' all this, he sings like 
John Be~an might have sung (at 
least as Mr. Bones) had he been a 
singer rather than a poet. 

rely on information from Presi- lation and gives tips on such things 
dential bureaus in order to question as how to testify before a Congres
Presidental witnesses testifying in sional committee. It seems safe to 
committee meetings on the need say that few people are going to be RyBoomer 

Besides, the album covers 
deserve to be hanging in the 
Corcoran. 

M.S. 
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Film 

Sentimentality as Moving Art 
A SEPARATE PEACE. Directed by imagination and good-humored comes across even stronger, espe
Larry Peerce. At Cerberus 1 and 2, enough to lead the headmaster into cially when one studies Peerce's 
Studio 2 and 3. laughter when he wears a pink shirt technique of augmenting the sense 

"You're not going to start and the school tie as a belt. of the -invasion (or should we say 
following the rules, are you?" Finny on screen is no less an the weasling of a fifth column?) of 
- New Hampshire: heavy with agreeable character. John Heyl academic life by using well-placed 
green and mellowed gold and establishes the character from the visual cues. 
quilted white. -outset - by the time the credits are Finny's blitz-ball game lets us 

Devon Academy: boisterous and through, he has taken a sunny watch the confusion when everyone 
idyllic and rumbling. afternoon and tempted boys out of is an enemy. An Uncle Sam poster 

Finny: laughing, sneering, jump- their rooms for lacrosse, disrupted at the seaside resort is immediately 
ing, running, diving. the studious types and gotten a followed by a huge laughing 

These are the elements of A gang at his heels to run the lethargy clown's face. When Gene visits 
Separate Peace, just come to town out of their bones. All the while, Finny at his home, he arrives in a 
for what should be a comfortable drawn into his compelling excite- train coach oppressive with fur
run. A product of the insight and me nt, Parker Stevenson stares with loughed khaki. 
e.nthusiasm of all concerned, the the quiet and probing eyes of The crew team, shouldering a 
film's story is well-known to most Finney's friend Gene. shell, troops it out of the boathouse 
of the audience. And if they are at No hesitation here once Finny to a curiosity-niggling hup-two call. 
all purists, they should be delighted starts talking - he is enough of a Before Finny returns from recu
with the result, because rarely has a bundle of energy to lure the perating, his bed in his and Gene's 
film been so close an adaption of a valedictorian away from trigono- room looks dangerously close to a 
novel. _metry and into games of blitz ball. "rack"; in fact, the whole room is 

John Knowles' little gem gives us Finny as readily-accepted leader drab until Finny's opened luggage 
the Holden Caulfield of the World is so engagingly conveyed that the overflows with color. Brinker's 
War II years, but without the audience just as much as Devon room, on the other hand, is 
aimlessness, self-doubt_ and bold notes a creeping drabness when he plastered with military decor; and 
language of Salinger's (anti-) hero. is away. And this sense of loss where Finny had cut out a cover of 
Knowles' Finny is a rebel bursting continually rivets one's sense of Life with its sports hero, Brinker 
with vigor, jealous of his joyful- judgment on the crucial moment of boasts a Newsweek cover with a 

;T~h~------------------------------~~~=~~~~~~~:~~'B~~~~~~~~ eatre tree. As intensely as Gene, one is Not all the advent of war is so 
carried along with the high spirits subtle. At times it is in direct 
of the first part. contrast to a happier mood. Finny, 

To Be Under a Foreign Sun In the second part, despite now coaching Gene for the 1944 
moments of high comedy, one Winter Olympics, takes vicarious 
cannot help but brood on the pleasure in the thick snow. But 
_accident and try to form some Leper Lepelier skis by, training 

TOTAL ECLIPSE, At the Folger 
Theatre. Now to Nov. 19. 

"The only unbearable thing is 
that nothing is unbearable." 

This rather cryptic remark serves 
as a key to the curious study in 
human nature presented in 
Christopher Hampton's Total 
Eclipse. Here we see the figure of 
Paul Verlaine, poet, putting himself 
through every possibility of de
gradation because nothing is un
bearable in his pursuit of love of 
Arthur Rimbaud. 

A curious story, filled with 
incisive humor, poignant searching 
and powerful confrontations. This 
is no doubt what author Hampton 
hoped to achieve in this play. 
Through the artful understanding 
of director Louis Scheeder, the 
effect is entirely carried over to the 
audience. Mr. Scheeder has always 
evidenced an excellent grasp of the 
nature of human perversity as it 
twists itself around into comedy, 
self-reflection and mockery. His 

"Everyman" 
Opens Tonight 

Everyman, a 15th Century 
medieval morality play will be 
presented this Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday evenings in Dahlgren 
Chapel. 

The play, presented jointly by 
the English and Theology Depart
ments and by the Office of Campus 
Ministries in affiliation with Mask 
and Bauble, depicts the eternal 
conflict between the universality of 
death and the individual possibility 
of everlasting life. 

The allegorical Everyman deve
lops to a realization that he has 
forfeited eternal life in exchange 
for a wasteful and immoral earthly 
existence. Only Good Deeds fol
lows Everyman to his grave; Fellow
ship, Kindred and Goods desert him 
during his final moments. 

Direction will be by James Fox, 
with live music accompanying the 
chorus of actors. Nicholas Scheetz 
is producing Everyman, 

Tickets ($1.50) will be available 
at the door. The show begins at 
8:30. 

scathing, yet controlled ability to 
reveal the pathetic comedy of 
human perversity is to be dis
covered throughout this 
production. 

One learns early that good ideas 
are never enough. These must be 
molded to fit the talent and insight 
of the actors. Here Mr. Scheeder is 
extremely fortunate. His cast, both 
from the point of view of technical 
skill and of intuitive understanding, 
demonstrates that it can strive to 
embody the curious image of man 
that emerges in this play. 

Total Eclipse is drawn from the 
liv~s of the poets Rimbaud and 
Verlaine. -The facts of the matter 
are known. Their homosexual 
attachment, their differences, their 
deaths - all these things can easily 
be tracked down, in any biography. 
The Folger Theatre Group does in 
fact provide a short biographical 
sketch of these two poets of the 
late 1800's. The point to the play is 
the way in which these dry facts 
can be taken together and trans
formed into a dynamic theatrical 
experience. 

For instance, in a particular 
scene in which Verlaine is to shoot 
Rimbaud with a pistol, the 
audience is aware of what will 
occur. Yet Mr. Schreeder's cast has 
managed to infuse the situation 
with such spontaneity and excite
ment that the incident still comes 
off as a surprising, somehow dis
orienting situation. 

There is freshness in this pro
duction of Total Eclipse. This is 
due to many factors. One is 
certainly Scheeder's directorial 
ability. But that would not have 
been enough. The performers 
certainly knew what they were 
about. Congratulations are due 
especially to Armand Assante 
(Rimbaud) and Peter Vogt 
(Verlaine). 

Assante's Rimbaud gives an_ 
interestingly deceptive portrayal of 
a country boy with the unalterable 
visionary strength of a prophet. 
Balancing off the brutally powerful 
cynicism of Rimbaud, Vogt's 
Verlaine emerges as a man sub
-merged in his own weaknesses, 
enjoying them lustily, yet con
stantly seeking for some romantic 
justification. 

Both Assante and Vogt are 

brilliant and the tension developed reasonable explanation for its only for the military ski patrol. 
between their two approaches to cause. In the end, one has only Their boisterous carnival snowball 
life is excrutiatingly perverse. Of Gene's final confession: "Some- fight is instantly sobered by a 
special note are Verlaine's twisted thing blind, something ignorant telegram from AWOL Leper. 
and hilarious speech on his made me do it," and Finny's As a final stroke of the war's 
mother's miscarriages and the tense assurance: "I believe you." insidious destruction, the star wit-
d 'al ness in the trial scene is the same I ogue on love that is instigated Recounting the familiar story is 
by Rimbaud. pointless, but not so is encouraging Leper, mentally off balance but stili 

Th tw I . someone to see the film as a total called upon to help lay the blame 
ese 0 gent eman received on Gene. The rumbling of trucks 

the excellent support of the rest of devent. ItfS mootdhs alre exqalUisitelY onto the Devon grounds is the 
the cast. Notable among these was rawn, rom e arge-sc e ex- h ' I bOt f 
E II K I

, I' f :rth t th "W' t p YSlCa leo war that has been ste e em er s exact, well-timed P oSlons 0 ml a e In er th t ' . 
portrayal of Mme. Maute de Fleur- Olympics" with Finny crowned as b~~~~~;g the school SInce the 
ville and J, Lawrence Steele's Father Winter, to the sudden crease AS' tn' fi 

f f 
' epara e reace IS a Ine 

absurdly captivating Cantata on 0 a rown across a student s brow. adapt'lo fbi b t th 
M P

· ( , . n 0 a super nove, u e 
eat Ie. Believe ir or not.) ~ust as rew?rdmg to watch IS the film stands on its own feet. Acting 

But the play is Total Eclipse. lovmg way director Lar~ Peerce is superb, a wartime mood is 
And images of light are immedi- looks at the New HampshIre land- insinuated rather than thrust upon 
ately suggested to the mind. scapes .. One of. the bes~ shots, a the viewer and a compelling story 
Michael Lodick is to be con- bl~sh-pmk sunn~e behmd .black of an intimate friendship is one of 
gratulated on an excellently de- wmter bran.ches, IS breat~takmg - the most heart-warming and heart
signed and executed lighting plan but pathetic ~ well, smce one rendering to be seen in town. 
that leaves us captivated from each knows that ~amst ~he backdrop of After all: "One doesn't come to 
interesting scene change to the such ~eauty IS ~rowmg a terror. the beach with just anyone and one 
point of Verlaine's final- and total ,Th!s te?"or IS the war. Granted, doesn't come with no one. He 
- eclipse at the close of the thiS InVasIOn of the troops was comes with his best pal and that's 
performance. present in the book as well. But, to what you are Gene." , 

this reviewer at least, the message 'Eric Zengota 

Vogt and Verlaine of "Eclipse. " 
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Chapel· Changes: The Two Factions 
(Continued from Page 1) 

allow for a "Eucharistic presence" between 
liturgies, he said. 

A second point in the renovation is the 
removal of the main altar in the rear of the 
chapel. Fr. Madden claims that "there 
should only be one altar, to serve as one 
table of sacrifice." 

Fr. Madden described the liturgies held at 
Georgetown as one of two different types. 
"We have the informal type of lounge and 
dorm liturgies that we still promote vigor
ously and we have the more formal and 
impersonal· type of liturgies that are held in 
Dahlgren. By renovating Dahlgren we are not 
trying to encompass everyone. Donn and 
lounge liturgies should be kept and Dahlgren 
should be kept in the character of a church. 
What we are trying to do is to make the 
Dahlgren Chapel liturgies better and still 
_",,4-1,0..,. FnYln=t1 " 

JERRY HALL 

In response to a statement made by Fr. 
King which said that 80 to 90 percent of the 
Jesuit community opposes the renovation 
plan, Fr. Madden claimed that "these Jesuits 
are saying where a lot of people are, but not 
where we should be, because they say we 
should not change. The leadership role of 
the Church has been clearly spelled out for 
eight years. Let them read the Constitution 
on the Liturgy and then talk about not 
changing." 

Whatever the final renovation plans will 
be, they will be the result of compromise. 
Fr. Madden said a special committee has 
been formed, except for one or two 
members that still must be contacted. But in 
order to attain the proper community effect 
during workup, Fr. Madden said he feels 
certain renovations cannot be compromised. 
"If we don't do something about the 
predominant presence of the Tabernacle 
during liturgies, this will be a major 
impediment. Rendering the seating moveable 

. is another must." 
On the objections raised by Fr. King and 

others dealing with the effect the renovation 
would have on the suitability of Dahlgren 
for private meditation and prayer, Fr. 
Madden said "there is no reason to believe 
that the renovated chapel wouldn't be 
perfect for meditation. We do not want to 
exclude the possibility of people using the 
chapel for this purpose. 

"Dahlgren will still look like a church," 
he said. "We will not lose any tradition. 
Actually, it will be more traditional than 
what most people think tradition is. It will 
be a rediscovery of a much older type of 
worship. We have identified church with 
ideas we learned 20 years ago. Now·we are' 
getting back to a much stronger and longer 
tradition. I feel much more conservative 
than liberal in my support of the renova-

many purposes that they seem to have no 
purpose. 

"Dahlgren is a sanctuary," , he added. 
"The atmosphere created by the present 
architecture Il}akes the chapei a type of 
'romantic haunt' which is something you 
can't achieve in a totally flexible room. 
There would not be the stately dignity, the 
romantic atmosphere. This provides a very 
suitable atmosphere for saying Mass. I find 
that the architecture supports me .through
out thp liturgy." 

Fr. King said he agrees with Fr. Madden 
that various types of liturgies can take place 
outside of Dahlgren. "Mass can assume a 
number of characters. A corridor is an 
appropriate place for a certain type of 
liturgy. But there is another type of liturgy 
and Dahlgren is the only place where it can 
be properly conducted. That is a very sacred 
type of Mass." 

FR. MADDEN 

A number of problems that could develop 
in a place of worship like Dahlgren if too 
great an emphasis is placed on the idea of 
community, Fr. King said. "There is a 
certain danger in building up the community 
aspect of the liturgy. Some students that I 
have talked to are most intense in their 
religious awareness and they must have some 
place to worship in the manner that they 
think is best. There must be someplace that 
accomodates a spiritual as well as a social 
dimension. I find that a more solemn 
expression of faith is best for me. 

"There is a difference between coming 
together socially, in terms of greeting, as in a 
lounge or in the cafeteria, and a coming 
together in silence and prayer. It is a 
meaningful alternative that should not be 
eliminated. . 

Fr. King said that if the renovation plans 
are carried out, Dahlgren will be lost as a 
place for private meditation and prayer. 
"Dahlgren is the kind of place that is very . 
conducive to private meditation. Folding 
chairs would give Dahlgren the atmosphere 
of a study lounge. I always find someone in 
the chapel praying or meditating whenever I 
go there and study loun,ges simply aren't 
suitable to that purpose. 

Shouldn't Be Concert Hall 

"Even now the chapel is being used as a 
concert hall. People use the piano and organ 
during the day and I find this to be a real 
imposition for people who like to use the 
chapel for private prayer~ This is being done 
right now. and it .. ·cannot help but be 
worsened by:the ~l)p:vatio~.'.'·, 

Like Fr.: Madden, .Ff .. · Klrig feels that 
certain facets' of Dahlgren ~annot be 
compromised. "Dahlgren must be evidently 
a sanctuary," he said. "Thougliout history, 
people have always had a sacred grove, a 

tion." 
No Character . -

Fr. King objects to the renovation plans 
because he feels that a chapel that is very 
flexible has no character. "Dahlgren has a 
certain strong character and atmosphere," he 
said. "It is a room that comes off, compared 
to some rooms that are basically bland. I 
have been in many multipurpose rooms 
such as hotel banquet halls that are designed 
to be flexible. They have to be used for so 

. sacred place in which to worship. It is a great 
benefit to Georgetown to have a sacred place· 
that can be used by the community for 
private worship. The sanctuary presents a 
value that cannot be conveyed in a 
classroom with words, language and explana
tions. It teaches values of the diety that our 
education is sadly lacking. It is something 
very essential in our striving for meaning." 

Fr. King said the Tabernacle is not a 
serious distraction during Mass. "I have 

never found the presence of the Tabernacle a 
difficulty, nor have any of the people I have 
talked to. I would have drawn the curtain 
over the Tabernacle myself if I thought so." 

The renovation plans are merely a 
"gesture of community," Fr. King said. 
"Community cannot be achieved simply by 
gestures of community, handshakes and 
other greetings. Community can be better 
achieved sometimes by an understanding 
silence. 

"The Healy Building evidently shows that 
it wasn't built in the 1970's," he pointed 
out. "Using a New South type of building to 
replace Healy would detract from the 
campus. In the same way, a very contem
porary interior to Dahlgren would not be a 
great benefit to the liturgies that are 
presented there." 

Better Place to Worship 
A third point of view is taken by Mr. 

Jerry Hall, S.J. Although he supports the 
renovation, his reasons differ from Fr. 
Madden's justification of the plans. "It is our 
mutual penchant to set up a holy place for 
ourselves and to never allow any changes," 
Hall said. "We should not worship in a place 
because that place is holy. A place should be 
holy because we worship there. The early 
Christians considered themselves the Church 
and their place of worship holy because they 
worshipped there. We want a better place in 
which to worship." 

Hall said that the liturgy most people 
refer to today as "traditional" is really part 
of a style that -developed in the 16th 
century. "Dahlgren today expresses a dif
ferent theology: the theology of the Council 
of Trent, which was valid for its day. Roman 
liturgy was frozen at Trent. Very strict rules 
of worship were set down to the mindset of 
the time. At that time it was proper for 
people to be removed from the celebration. 
They were passive acceptors of what came 
down from on high. 

"Vatican II was a realization put down in· 
official documents. Our culture has changed, 
our means of expressing faith must change 
also. We want to return to more the way 
that the original Christians worshipped. We 
want to de-emphasize the 16th century type 
of worship imposed by Trent." 

Hall said the present Dahlgren setup gives 
'the worshipper a boxed-in feeling. The 
emphasis of the building as it stands is "a 
didactic one from the priest and the 
Tabernacle to the individual worshipper," he 
said. "The Church says that that is not 
enough, since it allows for little community 
interaction. Traditionally, Dahlgren has been 
the center of University worship. I would 
hate to see Dahlgren relegated to the status 
of a monument." 

Like Fr. Madden, Hall said he believes 
that the community emphasis is essential in 
liturgical worship today. "It would be good 

to see many different communities worship
ping in the same place," he said. "Presently, 
Christians are scandalously divided, fighting 
each other in many areas. We muSt find a 
common ground. We must be able to 
worship in similar surroundings. . 

"It is important to realize that we as a 
community are the body and blood of Christ 
The two cannot be separated. The sacrament 
is real because it is used by the Church. 
Without the Church, the people, it would be 
meaningless. The sacrament is holy because 
the Church is boly. The Church is holy 
because of its people." 

When asked about the large number of 
members of the Jesuit community who 
oppose the renovation plans, Hall said this 
was symbolic of a much larger problem in 
the Jesuit order in the United States. 

"The Society of Jesus had a long history 
of devotion to the institutional. The Church 
as a people and an institution are insepar
able. The Jesuit order in the U.S., for the 
most part, has failed to listen to what the 
Pope bas been saying about worship, social 
justice and war. We who were once known 
for our devotion to the institution of the 
Church have been flaunting our disrespect 
for what the Pope and the bishops have been 
saying. 

"Dahlgren is a part of a much bigger 
question," Hall added. "It is a question of 
being willing to change with the times while 
keeping our faith. We must meet our needs 
today, but we must also be prepared to meet 
the needs of the future." 

Hall traced slackening attendance at Mass 
to strictness and inflexibility in the liturgy as 
a possible reason. "People want the same 
type of liturgy that they celebrated in 
grammar school. That may be good for them 
today, but not tomorrow. Many people have· 
stopped attending liturgy because they have 
grown out of it. It is doubtful that so many 
people would stay away from liturgies if 
they thought that the liturgy would in some 
way grow with them." 

Hall sees the presence of the Tabernacle 
during liturgy as a definite problem. "The 
important point is that the Eucharist derives 
its importance from the people and not the 
other way around. The Tabernacle is not 
important during the liturgy because it 
serves no purpose." He claims that the 
emphasis for the presence of Christ in the 
Blessed Sacrament should be placed in the 
Consecration as the presence of Christ 
among the congregation. 

Hall analyzed the present situation in the 
following way: "At the moment we seem to 
be shifting back and forth from consultation 
to fighting in trying to reach a compromise. 
I have confidence in Fr. Madden's group, 
that they will be able to draw up a suitable 
compromise. Whatever the final plans will 
be, I'm sure that we will have a meeting 
place for suitable liturgy for all groups." 
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FR. PAUL ECONOMIDES 

"We are looking for a student to sell 
our 8 track tapes. We are respected 
thoughout the country as producing 
a premium product, have your own 
thriving business. We carry almost 
500 selections of all types of music. 
Soul, Pop, Oldies, Country & West· 
ern, Popular, Etc. If you are inter·' 
ested call Melody Recordings Inc. 
(201) 575-9430 ask for either Mr. 
Jonas or Mr. Reid." 

THE HOYA 

100 Orthodox 'Christians 
'Form G.U. 'Fellowship' 

by Mary Doyle 
The Georgetown Orthodox 

Christian Fellowship will hold its 
first organizational meeting 7 p.m. 
Tuesday in the main lobby of Healy 
Building. 

Headed by the Rev. Paul Econo· 
mides, newly appointed chaplain 
for Georgetown's approximately 
100 Eastern Orthodox students, the 
Orthodox Christian Fellowship will 
be open to all members of Eastern 
Orthodox churches. 

Since the Washington area 
houses many easily accessible East· 
em Orthodox churches, Fr. Paul 
stated that the primary function of 
the Fellowship will be "a manifesta· 
tion of the Church on campus," 
rather than an organization' geared 
to the planning liturgical services. 

Fr. Paul pointed out that there 
are at least 600 orthodox students 
at the University of Maryland, 
Georgetown, George Washington 
and American Universities, the 
schools for which he acts as 
spiritual director. He is establishing 
separate Fellowships at each of the 
universities and inter· activity 
among them will take pl~ce on 
occasion as desired by the memo 
bers. 

In addition to working with 
students, Fr. Paul has called upon 
the Georgetown faculty members 
of the Eastern Orthodox faith to 
help establish the Fellowship orga· 
nization. 

For future Orthodox Christian 
Fellowship meetings Fr. Paul plans 
to invite guest speakers. 

GIVE A DAMN 
Work with the retarded. Needed-live-in house parents. Room and board 
and salary, and live-out assistants. Qualification: Love, understanding and 
common sense. Beware: you'll get hooked on the kids we have. Resume s 
only. Mail' to Chapman. 3161 Castleleigh Rd. Silver Springs, Maryland 
20902 

Father Eugene Kennedy 
Topic: New Sexuality 

Good Shepherd Catholic Church 
8710 Old Mt. Vernon Highway, 
Route 235, Alexandria. 

Sunday Dec. 3 8:00 p.m. Tickets 
available at Good Shepherd through 
November 20th: Write 3321 Wessyn· 
ton Way Alexandria 22309 

$2 per person 
360-6130 

The Student Center Coffee House lost $910 in sound equipment last 
week after thieves broke into the facility. (Photo by Glenn Moses) 

Insurance Might Cover 
$910 Coffee House Theft 

(Continued from Page 1) 
gating the possibility of .insurance 
coverage on the equipment," Moss 
added. "In the meantime we've 
been able to borrow equipment." 
Mrs. Johnson is the Director of 
Student Activities. 

The coffee house is scheduled to 
be renovated completely in the near 
future. In the meantime, the coffee 
house will remain open in the Healy 
formal lounge. 

"We've received an $80,000 
grant." Shaheen said, "If we have no 
insurance coverage, we will prob· 
ably . use some of this money to 
install a new sound system." 

The facility is open Friday and 
Saturday nights. Officiats estimate 
that 20 people attend the' coffee 
house' each night. The coffee house 
receives no University funds and is 
supported by donations from the 
student body. 

WHEN 
YOU 
KNOW 
ITS FOR 
KEEPS. 

E 
for the bull. 

Love, 
captured forever 
in the beautiful . 
brilliance of 
a perfect diamond 
Keepsak~ ... 
the perfect symbol 
of your 
special love. 

Rings from S100 to S10.000 Trade Mark Reg. A. H. Pond Co . 

• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • •• • 
HOW. TO PLAN YOUR' ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus 
full color f~lder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 2S¢. F-72 
Neme __________________________________________ _ 

Address __________________________________ _ 

City ____________________ ---'Co. __________________ _ 

_______________________________ Z.ip ________ _ 

BOX 9~, SYRACUSE, 

Nobody makes malt liquor 
likl! ~"litJt. 

Nobody. 

© 1972 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great cities. 
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:Jurgensen Sees 'Skins 
As Super Bowl ChalD.ps 

(Continued from Page 5) Dooley Womack, I asked Jurgensen 
Back in 1964, Jurgensen was what he thought about being traded 

traded by the Philadelphia Eagles to for Norman Snead and Claude 
the Redskins. Thinking of Jim Crabb in April of 1964. 
Bouton's disdain for the trade that: "It was the the best thing that 
sent him to the Astro's even-up for ever happened to me," responded 

, the man who has come to personify 

C II S t the Washington Redskins. kiflii'--' ,.' 
, 0 ege ena e Commenting on Snead's near 111&1 i~ I" 

,miraculous performance this year, I\i =~ , 
R ~ .f.fEl • Sonny said "He's gotten a great ;'I,,~ 
, unoJJ - eCttOn'deal of help from coach Y.A. Title ~~.",.... 

and he's changed his delivery of the ' 
ball somewhat." 

Jurgensen also complimented' --""""I!!IllI!_ 

'. 
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Local Alumni 
Plan to Offer 
Holiday Dinner 

by Joe Cerroni 
The Georgetown Alumni Asso

ciation has announced that it will 
sponsor a Thanksgiving dinner pro
gram for students who will not be 

, going home for the holiday. 
The program is designed to 

provide Thanksgiving dinners for 
Georgetown students and to bring 
alumni and students together. 
'The Alumni Association will 

compile a list of students interested 
in the program and assign them to 
alumni in the area who have Snead. "He started tough, he really 

A second runoff election for the didn't get a chance to pJay (behind 
: sophomore College Senate seat· has a team worth calling a professional 

,Set for Tuesday 
i ..... -- indicated they would like to open 

l been scheduled for Nov. 14. team) in Philadelphia and he wasn't 
Joe Bianculi (Coll.'75) and Tom given a chance in Minnesota, but he 

. Patterson (Coll.'75), the two candi- just hung in there." Hanging in 
: dates, decided the fiISt runoff elec- there has gotten Norman Snead the The Alumni Association has announced a Thanksgiving dinner program 

tion conducted Oct. 19 was invalid title of best passer in the NFL so f 
because only 41 students voted. A far this season. or students who will remain on campus during the holiday. (Photo by 

Glenn Moses) 
one-vote plurality separated the two Jurgensen is optimistic about ---------------------------
candidates after the run-off ballot- this year's Redskins: "We're where N C II T . 
tin~:They.blamed the election com- ::IS;:S~ !~ec~~ !~dw:Orre::.: ewe. ransplants 

, mission for non-advertisement of mistakes, we're going to win. We T H ICC 
' the election," said Sue Kinnear, have a lot ?! weapons." . 0 e p ure ancer 
election commission chairman, In addItion to the potent de-
"but .they . really didn't do any fen~, Jurgensen point!? to the (Continued from Page 1). professor of biology. 

: campaIgning_ There w~. no vyay It. vaned offense of the Redskins: a deficiencies. However, this is not Last September he joined the 
'. could have been publICIzed m the team can't work on Larry Brown, staff at the National Cancer In-
: Voice or The HOY A because it had or they'll get burned by Charley only not possible yet, but it raises stitute in Bethesda, a branch of the 
,to be held. two days. after the Harraway. all sorts of questions extraneous to National Institutes of Health. Dr_ 

I I t d t th Th science," he said. : regu ar e ec lon, accor mg 0 e e odds are good for King is stilI professorial lecturer for 
senate constitution. Jurgensen's complete recovery fol- "The question whether this the department of obstetrics and 

"When I asked the two candi- lowing the recent mishap in Yankee should be done scientifically, I gynecology here. He holds the 
, dates ,~hy. they. wanted t}1e ~~nate Stadium. Don't be surp~se~ if you would say go ahead and do it to see position of development biologist 
: se~ts, MIS;S ~mneru: ~Id, they see Jurgensen. back pIl~tmg the what happens, but whether it is at Georgetown's new Kennedy Cen
i SaId they dIdn t care If eIther won: World ChampIOn Redskms next right is moral question is a whole tel"' for the Study of Reproduction 
: That's why the senate is the way it fall. And don't think that the different question." and Bio-Ethics. 
1 is .. If they ~on't get wit~ it, it's thought of the R~dsk~ns ~n the Dr. King left Philadelphia in Dr. Briggs is a Biology Professor 
: gom¥, to be Just a populanty con- Super Bo~l doesn.t stick m the 1967 as a senior staff member and at the UniveISity of Bloomington at 

their homes for Thanksgiving_ 
Interested students staying on 

campus during the Thanksgiving 
holiday should contact the Alumni 
House, according to Brian McGuire, 
co-ordinator of the program. 

Last year 26 students parti-
cipated in the program in 19 alumni 
homes. However, the biggest pro
blem was finding enough students 
to participate in the program. 

A total of 41 homes offered to 
provide dinners last year, McGuire 
said. 

Water Craft 

custom water furniture 
Water bed and frame 

$55.00 and up 

Call Joe 270-1559 

i test. craw of a dIe-hard GIants fan. joined the Georgetown faculty as a Indiana. 

~Ir-----------------------~----~~~~==~------~==========~ 

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS! 
SOME GOOD NEWS AND SOME BAD NEWS 

FIRST THE GOOD NEWS 
WILL WONDERS NEVER CEASE: 
NOW YOU TOO HAVE AN OFFICIAL FRIEND. 

There is a new Assistant Dean of Students who is concerned 
about the problems of off-campus housing, communications, 
on-campus facilities for the non-resident student, landlord 
tenant problems, etc. 

NO W THE BAD NEWS 
YOUR NEW FRIEND CAN'T FIND YOU 

Because of pre-registration and the fact th~:t many students 
find housing very late, the off-campus listings are innacurate. 
We are working to solve this problem. BUT IN THE MEAN
TIME ... 

In order to provide better services to the off-campus 
resident, it is necessary to document the problems, needs, and 
concerns of these students. Your new friend would like to talk 
to you; to hear your gripes and complaints, your problems and 
hassles, your suggestions and recommendations in the area of 
off-campus affairs. You'll find this new assistant dean charming, 
warm, suave, sophisticated, handsome, interesting, intelligent, 
humorous, humble, and in general, a real treat. No Georgetown 
student should pass up this opportunity, so drop by 117 Old 
North between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., Mon. thru Fri. or 
call: 

Bill Schuerman 
Assistant Dean of Students 

625-4243 

Oh yes, if you don't need a friend and feel you can pass up this 
opportunity, at least stop by the Information Office in first 
Healy and update your LOCAL ADDRESS so that you will 
receive SAXA, the new weekly bulletin of Campus Events. 
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Last 100 Days of Term 

Kennedy: 'I'd Do It Again' 

The Board of Directors' Executive Committee bas instructed }t'r. Ryan, 
the Executive Educational Vice President, to prepare a master plan for 
the University. (Photo by Keith King) 

Board Rejects Pro-posal 
For Planning CODlDlittee 

(Continued from Page 1) for a detailed financial aid program 
appointed for special problems or for students." 
areas of concern," the decision • Increasing enrollments and 
read. "Other modes of consultation the "need for a detailed and ex
may be used as appropriate. Diver- plained enrollment goal in each 
gent views of members of the Uni- school." 
versity Community may be pre- • "Lack of on campus resi-
sented to the Board." dentiarfacilities." 
~ According to Board Chairman ." Finances; overdependence 

on tuition income." the Rev. Albert R. Jonsen, S.J., the " 
planning process might include We are instructing the existing 
"open hearings and public meet. representative bodies .to undertak~ 
ings" to allow students and faculty the long-ran~e planmng proces:>, 
to voice their concerns to Univer- Fr. Jon~n saId afte! the Executive 
sity planners . CommIttee meetmg yesterday. 

. "The people doing the day·to-day 
The decision also specified some planning should do the long-term 

of the problems the master plan planning because they will have to 
will consider. They include: implement and administer the long

• "High cost of tuition; need term planning." 

by Larry Peters 
"I'd do it allover again," said 

Student Body President John B. 
Kennedy reviewing his past 265 
days in office. 

"It has been like riding a 
roller coaster but now many of 
the factors which were so 
disruptive are gone," he con
tinued. "All I can say is that I 
haven't done everything right, 
but at least I tried." 

In an interview this week 
Kennedy summed up his admini
stration, it's failures and suc
cesses, with a look to the future. 

"Perhaps the major task I will 
face in these next hundred days 
is the implementation of a 
planning and governing mech
anism .for the University," he 
said. . 

The mechanism Kennedy is 
supporting would give all memo 
bers of the University com· 
munity - students, faculty and 
administration-the right and reo 
sponsibility to participate at the 
highest level in the development 
of academic, fiscal and physical 
plans according to student gov· 
ernment. 

"I feel that the housing 
situation is another important 
issue that I need to deal with," 
Kennedy noted. 

"For off-campus housing I 
would like to see whole blocks 
leased to Georgetown students,» 
he added. "I am also pushing for 
the removal by. the D.C. city 
council of certain housing laws 
which discriminate against stu
dents. 

"I will also be trying to get 

SPECIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP 

OFFER. 
CLASS OF '75 ONlY 

r --------------, 
I
· Scholarship Includes: 2-:-year tuition ... free! $100 I 

monthly. Book allowance, lab fees, etc. 

I How to qualify: I 
I Just send in the coupon, or talk to the Professor of I 
I 

Aero~pace Studies on your campus. (If you're class I 
of 176, next year is your year.) 

I u:s. Air Force Recruifing Service I 
I 

Directorate of Advertising (RSAV) I 
Randolph Air Force Base 

I 
Texas 78148 I 
Please send me more information on your 2-year scholarship. 

I program. "I 
Name Birth Date _____ _ 

I Address Sex I 
I City Counly_ State Zip I 
I 

Present College· Future College --- I 
Soc.Sec.# ________________________ __ 

I FIND YOURSELF A SCHOLARSHIP I 
L IN AIR FORCE ROTC. 2-NR-112I 

______________ 1iiiI 

the University. to accept the 
proposal to buy the closing 
Dunbarton College in order to 
end the shortage of beds," 

. Kennedy said. "And I want to 
make sure that the University 
Village proposal is accepted." 

In the area of academics, the 
student body president is calling 
for an analysis by the Student 
Academic Board of teacher
student ratios "with the goal of 
giving those departments that 
feel the crunch, the faculty 
members that they need. 

"I intend to pursue the 
consortium cooperation that we 
began to establish," Kennedy 
added. "We need a working 
organization which can dissemi
nate information and centralize 
and coordinate the activities at 
the Universities in the D.C. 
metropolitan area. 

"Before I leave office, I also 
would like to see an analysis 
done of where student govern
ment has gone in the past four 
years, where it is now and where 
it will go," he said. 

In addition, Kennedy is plan
ning to have an analysis made of 
the security procedures 
"especially in the area of policy 
making for the department of 
security. 

"I believe that my admini
stration has shown and will 
continue to show that if you 
have your arguments ready, you 
can generally work things out," 
he added. 

"We are no longer in an area 
of confrontation and we are no 
longer being treated as children 
because we've learned to sit 
down and work things out," 
Kennedy said. 

UONE'OF THE MOST REMARKABLE 
AND TOUCHING FILMS 

OF THE PAST 10 YEARS." 
-Scholastic Magazine 

"IT HAS THE SHINING LIGHT 
OF A BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORY." 

-Liz Smith, Cosmopolitan 

UIT IS A MISSING CHAPTER FROM 
·THE GRAPES OF WRATH' 
AND Of· EQUAL STATURE." 

-Judith Crist. NBC-TV 

."aadnlt& / MA!!~~uctl_.lnc. 

"SOUNDER" 
'A _rt B. _Ita/ ..... la RUt FUm 

PAUL WINFIELD· KEVIN HOOKS co-starnngTAJ IVlMI'I"\L_ 
produced by ROBERT B RADNITZ dlfecled by MARTIN 

screenol~v DY' LUi ..... :: ELDER. III based on the NflWbery Award Winning NOVel by 
songs and mUSIC by TAJ MAHAL PANAVISIQN· 
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LA""(3UA(3~ ~f)I2§ 

NSA speaks Y9ur ranguage 

And furthermore, if you a.re especially adept 
in certain foreign languages, the National 
Security Agency is ready to give you 
immediate language assignments, advanced, 
refresher, or special vocabulary training or 
may even train you in an entirely new 
lang':1age. 

Career language positions are available in the 
fields of translation, transcription, analysis 
and documentation. Fluency in speaking is not 
essential, but knowledge of idiomatic, 
colloquial and dialectal variations is desirable. 

At NSA you will be joining an Agency of 
national prominence--a unique civilian 
organization responsible for developing 
"secure" communications systems to transmit 
and receive vital information. 

NSA offers you this opportunity to further 
broaden your knowledge of modem language 
or area studies, and to use your talents in a 
challenging and rewarding career while you 
enjoy also the broad, liberal benefits of Federal 
employment. In return, we ask that you not 
only know your language, but that you be 
flexible, naturally inventive and intellectually 
curious. That's a lot to ask. 

Do you fit the picture? 

Where to go ... what to do: Language 
applicants ~ take the Professional 
Qualification Test (PQT) as a prerequisite to 
NSA interviews for employment. Pick up a 
PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office, the 
sooner the better. It contains a brief 
registration form which must be received in 
Berkeley, California by November 28 for 
the December 9 test. 

College Relations Branch, National Security 
Agency, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 
20755. Attn: M321. An equal opportunity 
employer, M/F. 
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Come-from-Behind 
Rams' Beat Hoyas 

by Don Walsh 
Brian Colleary, a Fordham 

running back, capped a 15-play, 
80-yard drive with a two-yard 
scoring plunge that gave the under
dog Rams a come-from-behind 14-8 
victory over the Georgetown Hoyas 
last Saturday. 

Trailing by 8-7 with 7:35 to 
play, the Rams, sparked by some 
masterful passing on the part of 
Don Hommel, shredded the Hoya 
defense after Jeff Gray had given 
'the Hoyas an 8-7 lead with a daring 
two-point conversion pinpoint pass 
to wide receiver Steve Graham. 

Fordham's Homecoming Game 
was the first time that any team has 
outrushed the Hoyas this year, the 
Rams piling up a 182-162 edge. 
Ninety-eight of these yards came on 
30 -carries by fullback Steve 
Wattiker, who also caught a touch
down pass from Hommel for the 
Rams' first score of the day. 

The early play-by-play of the 
game chronicled a series of mishaps 
on the part of both offenses. Gray 
and Edwards fumbled away the ball 
and Gray threw, an interception 
when Ram safety Joe Bucco out
wrestled Steve Graham for 
possession of the pass. Hommel also 
bobbled the ball away, killing a 
Maroon drive. 

Hommel and Edwards were the 
only signs of offense by either team 
as the halfback constantly slashed 
for long gains off tackle and the 
Fordham quarterback was able to 
get outside for SUbstantial running 
room. Both passing games were 
non-existent as poor timing and 
dropped passes gave a lackluster air 
to the teams' performances. The 
only Hoya threat ended when Bob 
Morris was stopped short of a first 
down on the Ram seven. 

The Hoyas' second possession of 
the third quarter saw Gray fire a 
32-yard bomb to Graham, who was 
to gain 61 yards on five receptions 
for the day, but the 5'7" quarter
back was intercepted by Steve 
Tomaswiewicz a play later. 
Hommel proved that Georgetown 
wasn't the only team that could run 
an option offense, and using 
basically simple plays with CoUeary 
and Wattiker running between the 
tackles, the Rams drove to the 
Hoyas' one, where in character with 
the day's comedy of errors, they 
promptly fumbled to Hoya safety 
Bill McSherry. 

NOSTALGIA! 
Juke for rent. '54 Seeburg. U
Haul. $30 a day. $100 deposit. 
50' 5-60' s records included. 
544-5600. 

McSherry, who has had an 
outstanding year after stepping in 
two games ago for th~ injured John 
Lachman, with four interceptions 
and the recovered fumble, was 
downed immediately. But the 
Hoyas were in a hole and Swach's 
third-down punt rolled dead on the 
Georgetown 27. A five-play drive, 
with a 17-yard completion to 
Colleary keeping it alive, ended 
with Hommel rolling to his right 
and drilling the ball to the fullback 
Wattiker. 

After exchanging punts, the 
Hoyas had the ball back on their 
own 28. Gray alternated keepers 
with handoffs to Edwards off 
tackle. "The Phantom" had another 
outstanding day, and seemed to 
have daylight whenever he ran, a 
total of 15 times for 86 yards. 
Inside the Fordham 30, Gray 
switched his strategy, passing to 
Graham Burke and running soph 
fullback Brian Melody up the 
middle. Melody powered through 
to the two and Gray carried it in 
himself over an outstanding block by 
guard Reggie Terrell. No coward 
when it comes to playing to win, 
Coach Scotty Glacken called for 
the two-point attempt, with Gray 
rolling to his right and throwing 
high to Graham, who leaped and 
pulled it in to give the Hoyas the 
lead. 

Hommel, starting his first game 
in relief of senior Bernard 
Carlesimo, came out firing into the 
teeth of. the Hoya zone. Unable to 
generate much of a pass rush 
throughout the day, the "Nasty 
Bunch" watched helplessly as 
Hommel completed seven of eight 
passes, mostly to his backs and his 
fine tight end Brian Molloy. 

After Colleary, who transferred 
with Molloy from lona this year, 
carried a flare pass for seven yards 
to the Hoya nine, Hommel ran his 
big backs against the middle of the 
Georgetown line, with CoUeary 
powering over from the two on a 
fourth-and-goal. 

Fordham's attempted onsides 
kick failed and the Hoyas had a fine 
field position at the Georgetown 
45. Gray's passes to Edwards and 
Graham got the Hoyas to the Ford
ham 38, but an offisdes on the 
offense cost five yards. 

The the Rams' premier pass 
rusher Mike Ajeilo took matters in 
hand as he twice blasted in over the 
left side of the Hoya line, first 
deflecting a screen and finally 
nailing Gray down later. 

The Hoyas finally ran out of 
steam as a pass to Geiger picked up 
15 on a fourth-and-22. 

NOV. 22-26 

NASSAU $154.00 
NASSAU BEACH HOTEL 

Limited Space Available •.. Reserve Now 

General Info. 

Call KALEIDOSCOPE 
TRAVEL 

(202) 
676-6851 
223-1571 

• 4 Days, 4 Nights at E'xclusive Beach Hotel 

Vivian 
David 

• Round Trip Jet Transportation, Transfers to Hotel, 
Rum Swizzle Party, Plus Many Extras 

• Open to Students, Faculty, Staff, Friends 
• Plus Taxes and Gratuities 

Christmas-Accapalco, Nassau (Flights from N.Y., Pittsburgh, Detroit) 

4415 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213 
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,Georgetown '~reps 
. . ' 

For R-Macon 'Test 
(Continued from Page 20) Last season, using the same wish-

back Bob Sesco, who has only bone, formation and many' of the 
completed 30 of 70 passes for 6 same players, Georgetown was able 
,touchdowns on this year,' was to score almost at will from.inside 
benched last week in favor of frosh the.20 yardline. This year the team 
back-ups Jay Tingle (17-46 comple- 'haS been able to move the ball, but 
tions, 3 touchdowns) and Jeff time and again they have failed to 
Hutchinson. Coach Keller indicated penetrate the goaline from short 
that Sesco probably would return to 'yardage. The wishbone fonnation 
the line-up this week. has not been utilized to its fullest 

The Yellow Jacket passing at- potential n~r has the. passing.game 
tack is somewhat sporadic. John been explOited to Its maxImum 
Humphries is the top receiver with use. 
17 catches for 256 yards and 2 The Yellow Jackets are generally 
touchdowns, .followed by tight end regarded as being fir from push
Larry Wallace, who has amassed overs. The Hoya offense must come 
175 yards on only six passes with out with a stronger punch and the 
two touchdowns. The running at- "Nasty Bunch" will have to 'be at 
tack features Tim Rzepkowski who their best if Georgetown expects to 
is the top scorer with 50 points and break the away game jinx in Satur-

The 5·1-4 Women's Field Hockey team was led in scoring by Brigid Meagher, who had nine goals to her credit. has a 4.7 yards per carry average. day's contest. 

Coach Cummings Departs The offensive line has had proh'- -------------

lems of late, with tri-captain Stuart Ho II.8S Hop' e 
W -I n n I- n 9 5 easo n R ea II-zed ~~:~~:~i~~eat~0::t[~~~~r6e:a~' ,1 , 

. f!~~~~g:!~~~~~~:~;dS~::.~ To Place 
Captain Mary Beth Nolan graduat- team this year. In the ~ournament. recourse than to plug up the spots I . . 

ing, the team should remain strong at Hood College, FIedenck~ Md., to vacated by injured veterans with In I C4A S 
in the future." name the members of thIS team, more frosh players. 

High scorer this season was Georgeto~n lost all. ~ games of the There is little doubt that this is a 
center forward Brigid Meagher, who round robl? c0f!1petItlOn. must game for the Hoyas. 
tallied 9 goals. Gerry Mule, left !he Umverslty of Maryland and Randolph-Macon will be G.U.'s last 
inner, had 5 goals to her credit. SalIsbury State both .shut out t~e chance to put it together against a 

The Hoyettes failed to send any Hoyettes 2-0, and Prmce George s tough rival. Anything less than a 
players to the AU-Washington Area College downed them 2-1. 5-2-1 record would not be doing 
-=------------------------------ justice to the pool of talent which 

Hoy.ettes Take Two thi~~e~f~~hasbeenconstantly 
criticized for faulty ball control, 

In \liol~eybal1 Debut but the fact is that despite the 
fumbling, Georgetown has won 
most of its games and stayed in 
contention in the remainder. Due 

The Georgetown University American and Catholic face the credit must go to the super job 
Women's Volleyball team swept Hoyettes next Thursday in Mc- which the defense has done all 

(Continued from Page 20) 
the Hoyas earlier in the season. 

John Hartnett of Villanova, 
favorite for individual honors, leads 
defending champion Villanova into 
.the Eastern title meet. 

Hope for a strong Hoya show
ing lies in the ability of the team to 
overcome, in Coach Lang's words, 
"The nagging problem of lack of 
team depth and consistency. 

past Immaculata and Gallaudet Col- Donough Gymnasium. ~ason long. 
lege squads in opening their 1972 ~----------------------------------------___, 

"Tl1e capabilities of runners like 
Mull, Gubbins, Zink, Caton and 
Brown appears to be sufficient to 
realize the goal of reaching the top 
ten. How far up they can go from 
there is entirely up' to them." 

season with twin victories last 
week. 

The Hoyettes overwhelmed both 
opponents: In the first match, 
against Gallaudet, Georgetown took 
two straignt games, 15-4, 15-9. Im
maculata also fell in two consecu
tive games, 15-7, 15-2_ 

In volleyball the winning squad 
must take two of three games. 

Georgetown team co-captain 
Leslie Paul said, "Everyone played 
really well. I'm surprised they 
played so well as a team." 
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Rumblings 

End Spectator Sports 7 
by Peter Morris 
Sports Editor 

There's a lot of talk circulating around 
McDonough Gym about the lack of support 
being displayed for spectator sports and the 
nature of the support that has been shown. 
Coaches and teams are concerned, and con
cerned they should be. 

For the most striking feature of this 
concern is that it is, for the most part, limited 
to the locus of the gymnasium, and that does 
not speak well for the future of Georgetown's 
spectator sports. 

While various arguments for support can 
be, and have been, offered on these pages, the 
fact is that few are convincing. Students do 
not owe any allegience to spectator sports and 
so cannot be justly accused of "letting our 
teams down." 

The student body owes only that amount 
of support and encouragement that the 
quality of the entertainment provided merits. 

teams unveiling should have been more than 
what it was. 

Football Coach Scotty Glacken has also 
gone to no small trouble to upgrade, Hoya 
football, increasing competition from a club 
level to N .C.A.A. level. 

While attendance at home football games 
has been hampered by inclement weather, 
Homecoming provided a beautiful day and 
saw a capacity crowd fill the stands on Kehoe 
Field. The numbers do not, however, reflect
the actual support, for much of it was clearly 
artificial. 

One has to wonder at the quality of the 
support when the officials threaten to 
determine the winner of the contest not from 
the play on the field, but from the conduct in 
the stands. 

The team should at least deserve the right 
to win or lose the game on the field, not in 
the bleachers. 

IN UN80ki tickets. 
I am not trying to demean the quality of 

any particular sports here at Georgetown. I 
am merely pointing out that student support, 
or the lack thereof, is a barometer for 
measuring that quality. 

At homecoming the spectators seemed to 
have an idea of entertainment in mind other 
than sport. 

Maybe spectator sports at Georgetown are 
dying because the nature of the Georgetown 
spectator is' changing? 

Film Crew Meets 
Faculty in Benefit 

To be sure, John Thompson and his varsity 
basketball team deserved better than the 
scattered crowd that met them in their 
Georgetown debut. The majority of that 
audience was from the Chilean Embassy, with 
less than 300 students present. 

Last year, in acknowledgment to a clamor
ing for change, the Athletic Department was 
revamped so as to become more responsive to 
what students wanted for sports enter
tainment. 

by Jim Nagle 
Coach John Thompson will face 

a second rebuilding chore Sunday 
night when he tries to piece to
gether a basketball team composed 
of faculty members calling them
selves the Demons in a benefit game 
against personnel connected with 

came off the basketball court. 
The faculty talent will probably 

come from Bill Lyddy in the De
velopment Office and assistant 
basketball coach Bill Stein. 

More important than the talent 
in a benefit game is comedy and the 
Demons should be more hilarious 
than frightening to their Exorcising 
rivals. Three deans including Roy
den Davis, S.J., of the College, 
Foreign Service Dean Peter Krough 
and Freshman Dean Richard SUl
livan, are on the squad. 

Coach Thompson is trying to change the 
nature of basketball at Georgetown and he 
and his team will need encouragement if this 
transition is to take place. He is correct when 
he says that he needs encouragement now, 
when the team will be struggling, as there is 
never lack of support when the team is 
winning. 

One would think that the very nature of 
this reconstruction would have excited 
enough interest that the attendance at the 

Liberating McDonough 

Our athletic progra~s are presently trying 
to meet the challenge of providing the 
spectator wit~ worthwhile entertainment and 
should be given the chance to do so. 

But in the end the spectator holds the key. 
If he does not respond, perhaps it is time to 
reevaluate the position of spectator sports at 
Georgetown and to determine if their funding 
,and continuation can be justified on the levels 
they are now offered, given the questionable 
input of our spectators. 

Other members of the faculty 
slated for participation are Jose 
Sorzano, Bill Thaler, Keith Fort, 
Jim Thomasson, John Brough, Cliff 
Chieffo, Brad Billings, Ed Glyan, 
S.J., Wayne Knoll, S.J., George Intramurals Open to Girls 
Viksnins and Emmett Curran, S.J. Editors Note: In an effort to en-

Director William Freidkin and courage interest and participation 
author William Blatty are the head- in the intramural program, Mike 
liners on the Exorcist five. Pasano, senior class representative 

i Cheerleaders for the game will on the Intramural Council, high
l be Dr. Patricia Rueckel, Vice-Presi- lights intramural activities each 

dent for Student Development, week. 

~ L\" . t 

WILLIAM PETER BLATI'Y 

Arlene Hauser of Public Relations, Jokes about women athletes. 
Susanne Forsyth, Director of Girl jocks. The joys of the com
Housing, Pat Chieffo, assistant cura- munal locker room. Sweet pro
tor of the University Collection blems of who to tape first. 
and Barbara Binns, secretary to the Everyone considers intramurals a _ ':, ' 
College dean. male domain-that ever-present 

the filming of the motion picture Other notables in the game will Norman Mailer syndrome. 
The Exorcist. be faculty member Roland Flint as But sports for the Georgetown 

Thompson, who probably the game's announcer, Assistant female are many. There's not just 
thought he had enough trouble College Dean Donald Freeze, S.J., field hockey, girls' basketball, vol
handling the inexperienced Hoyas, as the team chaplain and John leyball and tennis. There's more 
will be dealing with a more experi- Esswein M.D., director of student than the Cathy Rigby act too. The 
enced aggregate Sunday night. Un- health services as team doctor. wind and wave type have sailing; 
fortunately most of that experience Dan Altobello, assistant to the girl swashbucklers have fencing. 

Intramural football playoffs begin this week to determine Georgetown 
participation in the D_C. extramurals championship. (Photo by Keith 
King) 

E • h University president and Roy (Congrats to Louise Ferry, one of d· . . ( b M Mid xpenence t e Cogdell DI-rector of Communl·ty IVlSlon won y ary or an four girls on the Georgetown Deacon last year). There are two 
Ultimate High!- student programs will act as team contingent to the Washington Fenc- girls in both intramural tennis and 

managers. ing Club Collegiate Open and the badmitton singles. And in the 
Proceeds from the game will go only Georgetown fencer to reach spring come table tennis singles, 

to a scholarship fund. Game time is the finals.) both badminton and tennis doubles 
set for 7: 30 p.m. Cross-country has a women's and mixed doubles and intramural ------=:.....------------------------, volleyball. So Georgetown Ms, get 

WILSON FLORIST OF ROSSLYN 
1730 No. Lynn St. 

Arlington, Va. 
"Just Across Key Bridge" 

525-7792 

with it. 
Monday night saw the D.C. 

police invade the campus. It was 
Mayday in the gym, not tear gas 
but jump shots, as the Horse's 
Pickle, one of last year's B-ball 

champs, played an exhibition game 
against a police team. The Pickle 
was up at the half, but Shawn 
Hendon's 24 points and Ray 
O'Conner's coaching went to no 
avail and the lawmen prevailed 
56-51. 

Police Officer Thompson had 
arranged the game to facilitate 
better police-student relations and 
anyone interested in this sort of 
social exchange should contact the 
intramural office. It's surprising 
what emerges. The police are 
actually human. They care and Fresh cut flowers, plants, 

arrangements - dried flowers. Feminist Counseling what's more, they're very good 
Collective Meets basketball players. 

Call Dave Bellak NOSEGAYS & CORSAGES Tuesday Nights 7:30 A final note-football play-offs 
Call: 232-5145 this week and the Armenians are 

354-5544 Instruction 10% discount to students with 1.0. cash & carry purchases. keyed up and looking to the 
, 354-5210 Exhibitions upcoming D.C. extramurals. , 
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Gridders Seek 
First Road VVin 

by Ken Glick with six interceptions, round out 
Tomorrow the Hoya gridders the middle of the 4-3-4 defensive 

will try to score their first victory stack. 
on the road against a tough Ran- The backfield, with 5'11" 175 
dolph-Macon team. lbs. Mike Headley at safety, has 

To date the Yellow Jackets, been superb against the pass most' 
coached by Ted Keller, have com- of the season. The loss of Bob 
piled a 5-2-1 record. Randolph- Abbamonte, due to a broken arm, 
Macon, featuring a strong running who also picked off six passes, has 
attack and very stingy defense, ' PREDICTION 
racked up five straight wins from Geolget~wn 21.' , 
the outset of the season, including .' , Raridolph.Macon,,14 
shutouts over Sheppard, Townson " 
State and Susquehana, before be- ' The ,Hoy-as' blew it, last week 
ing stopped by Emory and Henry :- itshoUlC:lbe the'last one' they 
(43-20) and Western Maryland' blow this y.eai:. ,':: : '" " 
(14-12). Last week they tied under- . !Randolph-Macon' is at6ugh;' 
rated Bridgewater and they finish well", coa~hE!d.,solid , footbiill 

team:;, pe*aps'the best .Ge()~ge-:' 
the season against powerful Ham- ,town' wil, i'fa,'ee aI, I year~Desp' i,te'" 

'The Georgetown basketball team, led by the play of the freshman members of the varsity, defeated the 
Chilean National team in an exhibition game last Sunday. (Photo by Keith King) 

den-Sydney. . 
Facing a rigorous schedule for a. :tIliSi:: the' l:!oyas have ','to"proye" 

1 f they are," a fine feam' and this is' . 
schoo 0 their size (only 839 en- tne g~e, thev'U'·.have, to'p' ro.· 11,' e it, :, 

Hoyas Overcome Chileans; 
Inexperience Is Handicap 

rolled), Randolph-Macon has thus ,J 

far overcome two key problems, lli;"c'.'\>, ":':<':~' :: : .... :' ':. /0':<',)' 

depth and experience, in route to a" Georg~town ·.has ·not yet ,won' 
winning record. ", on' tlie 'road: .and, ,they . have not 

Their defense allowed only 18 ,scQred :corisistently from Within, 
points through the first five games their opponents 20 yard'line. 
and is the more cohesive of the two " This is the week the Hoyas 
units. Tri-captains Lucky Jones lo--g_et_th_e_.ir_ch_a_n_c_e_t_o_d_o_b_o_th_. _----l 

and Mike Manning anchor the mid- created replacement problems. . 
dIe linoOebacker and defensive tackle Despite a lack of consistency in 
positions respectively and are both their offensive backfield the YeHow 
veteran standouts. Frosh Randy Jackets have continued to get on 
Scott, who leads the team in unas- the scoreboard. Sophomore quater-

by Phil Margiasso 
The Hoyas downed the Chilean 

National team last Sunday 71-66, 
though the actual score of the game 
is unimportant. The flow of play 
over the full 40 minutes provides a 

Game Analysis 

better measuring stick for deter
mining the quality of the Hoya 
squad this season. ' 

statistic. Wilson was a leaping 
rejector, rising on eight occasions to 
slam back Chilean field goal 
attempts. With 4:20 remaining in 
the game he flew across the key and 
literally plucked a shot out of the 
air, triggering a Hoya fast break. 

Coach Thompson appeared 
stunned at the lack of response 
from his bench and responded to 
Wilson's heroics by jumping up and 
down until all the reserves were 
doing the same. 

This type of encouragement will 
often help a team perform to its 
full potential and was obviously 
lacking under the leadership of 
former coach Jack McGee. Wilson 
deserved the encouragement, as he 
grabbed nine rebounds in addition 
to his shot swat~. 

Brooks, too, was impressive, 
hustling every minute he played 
and doing a fine job off the boards 
and on defense. Another frosh, 
Mike Stokes, proved to be an 
accurate marksman as he hit for 14 
points, sharing scoring honors with 
Brooks. Stokes hit for key baskets 
at crucial points in the game. 

Despite the strong showing of 
the freshmen, the Hoyas had to 

JOHN THOMPSON struggle to pull out the victory. 
As expected, Georgetown will They still seem to have the same 

have to overcome its inexperience if problem that plagued them last 
it is to have a winning season. The year - the ball is only rarely 
calibre of the. new players - worked inside. The Hoyas basically 
freshmen Merlin Wilson, Greg used a perimeter offense, with the 
Brooks and Jonathon Smith in ball going inside more often in the 
particular - is potentially prom- second half than in the first, and 
ising. But even the finest freshmen the results were clearly better. 
need to adjust to college ball before The referees, a whistle happy 
they can perform at the height of bunch to say the least, prevented 
their ability.. any steady flow of action in the 

The most fluid of the freshmen first half. Forty-one fouls were 
is Smith. He is one of the three called in the first half; fouls were 
recru.its Thompson brought from. called for such innocent manuevers 
St. Anthony's High School, a point as boxing out. 
no Georgetown fans will be Only in the sec~:md half did the 
lamenting this year. Smith did not refs abandon their stoppages of 
set any scoring records in the play. Only then did the Hoyas get 
Chilean game, but his quick moves the opportunity to show what they 
and superior jumping ability were had to offer. 
displayed. ' The Hoyas will undoubtedly 

Merlin Wilson scored only two improve as the season draws closer. 
points, but most people who saw Chile was a weak team who played 
the game remember a different above their heads. 

During the seaso ... the Hoyas will 
see a different type of opposition -
much stronger physically but pro
bably not as fast. As such, it is 
difficult to thoroughly assess the 
team's strengths and weaknesses 
from the Chilean contest. sisted tackles, and Gene Fielder, (Continued on Page 18) 

IC4A's Monday 

Harriers Set to Peak 
by Bob Volk country team will culminate its 

"If the tpam runs the kind of season 'at the IC4A Championships 
race they ran against St_ John's last at Van Cortlandt park in New York 
week," commented Coach Joe City. The 1972 squad, although at 
Lang, "we will definitely be in the times hampered by injuries to key 
top ten teams. This year we have runners and plagued by inconsist
made the 1C4A's our big meet." ency, has shown potential that far 

On Monday the Hoya cross exceeds Hoya teams of the recent 

Co-captain Marty Martinelli (left) and Georgetown's top runner, Rich 
Mull, are part of the team cross-country coach Joe Lang will send to the 
IC4A Championsbips Monday. 

past. Last year's team finished six
teenth in the IC4A's. 

Crucial to the Hoyas' showing 
on Monday will -be the condition of 
Rich Mull, who was recognized as 
the Hoyas' top cross country 
runner in the early season but has 
been plagued with tendonitis for 
the past month. A strong perform
ance against St. John's last Wednes
day gave notice that Mull has 
recovered from his injury and is 
ready for a strong race. 

Also heavily counted upon will 
be co-captain Justin Gubbins, Steve 
Caton, Mike Brown and Conrad 
Zink, who in last year's race was 
the Hoyas' top finisher, placing 
thirty-seventh overall. Caton, a 
sophomore, and Brown, a fresh
man, will be competing in their first 
IC4Arace .. 

Leading the competition for the 
1972 team crown will be Penn 
State, bringing six of the seven 
members of their 1971 team that 
placed third: Penn State demon
strated their power on the Hilltop 
in October when they crushed the 
Hoyas in a 15-50 shutout. 

In that race their three top 
runners, Matt Chadwich, Charlie 
Maquire and Gary Gittings, crossed 
the finished line in first place and 
now share the third fastest time 
ever on the Georgetown course. 

Also figuring in the battle for 
team honors will be Manhattan, led 
by individual threat Mike Keogh, 
along with Navy, who also shut out 

(Continued on Page 18) 


